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ABSTRACT
Feasting plays a centralrole in the Homeric epics.The elements of Homeric
feasting-values, practices, vocabulary,and equipment-offer interesting
comparisonsto the archaeologicalrecord.These comparisonsallowus to detect the possible contributionof differentchronologicalperiods to what appearsto be a cumulative,compositepictureof around700 B.c.Homeric drinking practicesareof particularinterest in relationto the history of drinkingin
the Aegean. By analyzing social and ideological attitudes to drinkingin the
epics in light of the archaeologicalrecord,we gain insight into both the prehistory of the epics and the prehistoryof drinkingitself.
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HOMERIC

FEAST

There is an impressive amount of what may generally be understood as
feasting in the Homeric epics.' Feasting appears as arguably the single
most frequent activity in the Odysseyand, apart from fighting, also in the
Iliad. It is clearly not only an activity of Homeric heroes, but also one that
helps demonstrate that they are indeed heroes. Thus, it seems, they are
shown doing it at every opportunity,to the extent that much sense of realism is sometimes lost-just as a small child will invariablypicture a king
wearing a crown, no matter how unsuitable the circumstances.In Iliad 9,
for instance, Odysseus participates in two full-scale feasts in quick succession in the course of a single night: first in Agamemnon's shelter (II.
9.89-92), and almost immediately afterward in the shelter of Achilles
(9.199-222). Later in the same night, on their return from their spying
mission, he and Diomedes sit down to dine, drink, and pour a libation
again (10.576-579). A similar sequence occurs in Odyssey15-16. First,
Telemachos and his companions,upon arrivingat Ithaca earlyin the morning, preparetheir meal and eat and drink their fill together (15.500-502).
As soon as Telemachos has finished making the customary after-dinner
speech, he sets off for the swineherd Eumaios's yard. No sooner has he
arrivedthere than he sits down to another repast of roasted meat, bread,
and wine (16.46-55). Later, in Odyssey20, two full-scale feasts appear to
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run into one another,with a disconcertingly abrupt change of scene: one
held by the suitors in Odysseus's palace, complete with the slaughter and
cooking of animals (20.248-256), and the other, apparentlyincluding the
same people, held in the grove of Apollo, seemingly before the first has
even got into its stride (20.276-280).
To a modern-minded reader of the epics, all this stopping to eat and
drink can seem tedious. It interruptsthe flow of the story (especially in the
Odyssey)and distracts us from the plot, particularlysince it often takes up
a large number of lines and tends to be couched in repetitive, predictable
language. Indeed, feasting scenes are among the most regularlyformulaic
in layout and vocabularyin the epics, ranking alongside other genre scenes
such as arming.2Even when they are condensed into only a few lines they
often preserve this character,frequently appearing as reduced versions of
the more fully describedscenes, using a selection of the stock lines, phrases,
and vocabularythat regularlyoccur in the lengthier accounts as a parspro
toto shorthand to suggest the whole. In this way, at least some of the distinctive features of the fully described Homeric feast (meat-eating, winedrinking, and inclusion of the gods by a ritual "sacrifice"and libation) are
usually explicitly present or implied. Even breakfast(4ip-crov) can be seen
to be a feast (see, e.g., II. 24.123-125, where the element of feasting is
suggested by the hallowing ["sacrificing"in the literal sense of the word]
and consumption of a sheep). Thus, as described, Homeric feasting takes
place as a matter of course every day, whenever named heroes and their
companions prepareand eat a meal together, whenever they arrivesomewhere and hospitality is offered and before they depart, before and at the
conclusion of every heroic enterprise, and whenever they want to win the
gods to their side. Feasting is ubiquitous and constant--it is what Homeric
heroes do in company at every opportunity.
Within this framework, however, there are a number of variations,
particularlyof emphasis, designed to suit particularcontexts. At one end of
the spectrum are feasts whose primarystated purpose is to propitiate gods
(such as the feast associated with Nestor's sacrifice of a cow to Athena in
Odyssey3), for which the bulk of the description is devoted to the elaborate
ritual surrounding the slaughter,dismembering, and cooking of the animal. At the other end areprimarilysecularfeasts where this ritual aspect is
either omitted from the description or reduced to the odd word or linejust enough to suggest that the animal is still hallowed ("sacrificed")before
slaughter,and that the gods received their share of the meat and the wine
by burning and libation, even if this is no less perfunctorythan a grace said
automatically before meals. In terms of practice, however, no very clear
dividing line exists between these two types of feast, and the differences lie
principallyin the amount of detail in which the elements of the feast, from
slaughter to consumption, are described.When they are not described (or
not in detail), we aregiven no reason to believe that there is any substantial
difference in the basic methods and proceduresinvolved. Thus, Eumaios's
feasts for Odysseus in Odyssey14.72-114 and 14.414-456 are, to all intents and purposes, secular feasts, yet most of the elements contained are
also standardelements of more overtly god-centered sacrificialfeasts, such
as that to Athena in Odyssey3 or that to Apollo in Iliad 1. In this respect,

2. Kirk 1962, p. 167.
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Homeric feasting forms a continuum, from the fully detailed step-by-step
account of the slaughter,cooking, and eating of the meat, and the mixing,
libation, and drinking of the wine, which together may take up several
dozen lines, to the quick two-line drink and libation before bed.
Indeed, despite the importance accorded in the epics to propitiating
the gods explicitly by means of animal sacrifice, there is much in the nature of divine inclusion in the Homeric feast--including the explicitly sacrificial feast-that seems curiously ambivalent in this respect. As G. S.
Kirk has pointed out, after the sacrifice, Homeric heroes get down to the
secular business of meat-eating with almost indecent speed, and with almost no ritual transition from the sacrifice itself except for the treatment
of the "divine portion."3Ultimately, the gods are seen less as remote recipients of sacrifice than as straightforward(if unseen) coparticipants in
the feast, alongside and more or less equal to mortal heroes (as, we are
told, they actuallywere in the past [Od. 7.201]).
From a practical point of view, this approach has certain advantages
for human feasters,since it removes any clear distinction between sacrifice
and feasting, to the extent that sacrifice to a god in most cases appearsas
little more than a good excuse for yet another party,4just as, conversely,all
feasting is assured of divine sanction by the simple means of giving the
gods their token share of food or wine. It is particularlyconvenient that,
because the gods have ichor rather than blood in their veins (1. 5.341342),s they do not actuallyeat mortal meat, and are therefore content with
the smell of fat burning aroundextractedbones (which would not be eaten
anyway), leaving most of the more edible portions for their mortal cofeasters.Exceptionally,only in Odyssey14.435-436 is a portion of the cooked
meat set aside unburned for Hermes and the nymphs-an arguablyless
sophisticated approachthat finds numerouscorrelatesin folk practicessuch
as the bowl of milk left overnight for the pixies or the mince pie laid out for
Santa Claus.The fact that gods particularlyappreciatehecatombs-which,
if taken literally,ought to mean a hundred oxen killed, cooked, and eaten at
3. Kirk1981, p. 70.
4. The Greekverb
(lit. "make
Esp•6ko
which
we
translate
as
"sacrifice,"
holy"),
does not in itself suggest the connotations of self-denialthat we associate
with the English word. On the contrary,in its Homeric use it sometimes
carriespositive implicationsof selfindulgence:cf., e.g., Od. 17.535-536,
whereieps6ovreg,as utteredby Penelope, clearlyhas no more meaning than
"slaughteringfor consumption."The
exceptionsto the almost complete
identificationof sacrificewith feasting
(and vice versa)in the epics arethe
sacrificesassociatedwith the pledging
of the oaths concerningthe duel between Menelaos and Parisin 11.3 and
with the swearingof fidelity between
Agamemnon and Achilles in II. 19.190,

250-268, where the meat is either not
eaten at all or not eaten on the spot.
5. On the introductionof the concept of ichor,see Kirk1990, p. 104;
Lorimer 1950, p. 466, n. 3. On the
developmentof divine physiologyand
diet in general and its possible partin
the differentiationof the Olympian
gods from their orientalrelatives,see
Kirk 1990, pp. 1-14. When the gods
on Olympos feast, they may drink
nectarratherthan wine, but they do
so with the same equipmentand often
are describedin much the same language as mortalheroes in their earthly
houses (II. 1.493-611).
The idea (cf. Kirk 1990, pp. 10-14)
that a sanitizedview of the Olympian
gods who feed primarilyon their own
specialfood and drinkand secondarily

on the fragranceof burningfat or evaporatedwine (cf., e.g., 11.1.462-463 =
Od.3.459-460) may be the culmination
of a long processof theologicaldevelopment is borne out by the difficulty
of accommodatingthe ubiquitous
practiceof libationwithin this view.
Pouringlibations onto the ground
hardlyseems compatiblewith the idea
of the essence of the wine rising upward to its recipients.While it is almost
certainlytoo simplisticto see this as a
holdoverfrom a pre-Olympianage
characterizedby the worship of predominantlychthonic deities, it nevertheless underlinesthe mix of sometimes apparentlyanomalousnotions
and practicesthat together make up
Homeric views of and attitudestoward
the gods.
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once-seems as good an excuse as any for the kind of very large-scale communal feasting implied by the sacrificeto Poseidon in Odyssey3. The other
useful side of this, of course, is that joining in the feast also brings obligations, both for mortals (11.4.343-346, 18.546) and for deities (1. 4.45-46).
From another point of view, we can probably distinguish two main
types of feast, differentiated on organizational grounds. One is the feast
provided by a host at his own expense for his companions or guests, as
when, for instance, Agamemnon and Achilles preparefeasts in their shelters at Troy (11.9.89-92); when the hospitality of the feast is offered to the
wandering Odysseus by Alkinoos, Circe, or Eumaios (11.9.199-222); or
when Alkinoos provides a feast for all after the assembly of the Phaeacians
(Od. 8.39).6 Another is the communal feast to which each contributes his
share,such as the "bringa bottle"party held in Menelaos's palace in honor
of his daughter'smarriageduring Telemachos'svisit (Od. 4.621-624), the
community feast in honor of Poseidon arrangedby Nestor in which each
of the settlements surroundingPylos contributes nine bulls (Od. 3.4-67),
or Penelope's account of the proper feasting behavior of would-be suitors
(Od. 18.277-279). The outdoor feasts of Odysseus and his companions,
for which they catch their own food and share the provisions they have
brought or acquired collectively, probably also fall into this category (cf.,
e.g., Od. 10.155-184).' While it goes without saying that feasting (as almost everything else) in the epics is mainly the province of heroes and
gods, enough ambiguity exists in both categories to suggest that virtually
everyone can join in at some time or other (cf. Od. 15.373-379). In an
ideal world, shepherds have plenty of meat (Od. 4.87-88), and even reapers share in the royal ox-roast portrayed on Achilles' shield.8 At any rate,
the two clear categories of the hosted and communal feasts stand in blatant contrast to the travesty of the suitors'feasting day in and day out on
Ithaca, at the absent Odysseus's expense and against his son'swill, and to
the recklessaction of Odysseus'scompanions in killing and eating the cattle
of Apollo in defiance of an express ban (Od. 11.108-117, 12.264-419).
The suitors, for good measure, also violate the code associated with feasting in other ways-by mistreating the servants in Odysseus's palace, and
by their churlish treatment of Odysseus in disguise as a suppliant beggar.
Similarly, other acclaimed villains such as Aigisthos and even Herakles
pervertthe ethics of the feastby murderingtheir guests at table (Od. 11.409415, 21.26-30; cf. also 9.478-479).
The ingredients of a Homeric feast are typically meat, cereal (probably implicitly, as well as explicitly,in the form of bread),9and wine, with
the emphasis above all on the consumption of meat in the form of domestic cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs and-on occasion, with divine assistancehunted game, such as mountain goats (Od. 9.155) or a deer (Od. 10.156177) This emphasis on meat can be seen as at least partly an epic ideal (it
is extremely unlikely that any members of a Homeric or pre-Homeric audience, however exalted, dined on meat with the regularitythat Homer's
heroes do-though, as we shall see, there may have been times when it
was relatively widely eaten within certain sectors of Aegean society). In
the epics, meat in the form of flocks and herds is a regular index of an

6. See also Od. 1.374-375, where
Telemachossuggests that the suitors
take turnsin giving feasts in their
own households,eating up their own
possessions.
7. A possible third category,of
which we may catch a rareand elusive
glimpse, is the public subscriptionfeast
with which Odysseus,disguisedas the
CretanAithon, claims to have entertained himself at Knossos (Od. 19.194198)-in other words, a contributory
feast in which the contributorsthemselves possiblydo not take part.There
is also a curiouspassagein II. 17.249250, where Agamemnon and Menelaos are said to drink"atthe expense
The
of the people"(8 oC7rvooDCaov).
existenceof this third category,however,is extremelyshadowyin the epics.
8.11. 18.560, where o&'Xuvov
probably implies that the barleyis scattered
on the ox.
9. Usually or-cor,presumablyin a
secondarysense of breadmade from
grain (since it is sometimes referredto
as piled up in baskets:Od. 1.147), but
also on occasionap"tov(e.g., Od.
17.343, 18.120).
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individual'sworth-his own personal property-even though others may
look after the animals on his behalf.'oIdeally,it derives from specially fattened animals that take time and expense to produce.Thus, although it is
a renewable resource, it cannot be renewed quickly-hence the despair
with which Telemachos contemplates the suitors' reckless dissipation of
the herds and flocks that represent the tangible wealth of his paternal inheritance.11The implication of this is that meat can be eaten on a regular
basis only by a wealthy elite (though even then not every day, let alone at
every meal), and by others mainly as a result of the former'sbeneficence on
certain regulated occasions. Indeed, this is what is implied by the "excuse"
of divine encouragement, or at least divine involvement in epic feasts. Not
only does this involvement sanction the improbablyconstant meat-eating
activities of named heroes, but it provides opportunities for festivals at
which meat may be eaten by very large gatherings of people. The observation or belief that meat gives strength and courage (even if sometimes false
courage:11.8.229-232) merely adds to its desirable qualities.
Lest we should think the heroic diet monotonous, however, the presence of many other "things to eat" (Ei'co-acroXkcd)is frequently,though
obscurely, signaled-at least where feasts in a domestic setting are concerned-by the following repeated lines:
X pLosgv1 TdcpEOvT3ov
E'&cocaa
76?xx' 0TCOEiGct,
A modest housekeeper brought in and set down bread [or cereal
food],
adding many other things to eat, giving freely of what was in store.
Od. 1.139-140, also 4.55-56, 7.175-176,
10.371-372, 15.138-139, 17.94-95
What these things might be we arenot told, but blackpuddings (Od.20.2526), cheeses, fish and other seafood, onions, leeks, olives, honey, and various types of fruit including apples, pears, pomegranates, and figs are all
mentioned at various points in the epics (often in similes) and might have
been assumed by Homeric audiences to be potentially included among
10. Odysseus,for instance,owned
12 herdsof cattle,and equalnumbersof
flocksof sheep and goats and herdsof
pigs pasturedby his own herdsmenoutside Ithaca(Od. 14.100-102), a situation
that finds broadanalogiesin the Linear
B texts,wherethe palacesappearto have
interestsin livestockspreadoververy
wide areas(Killen1994;Chadwick1976,
pp. 127-132; Piteros,Olivier,andMelena
1990). For the transportby boat of animalsdestinedforfeasting,see Od.20.187;
cf. Piteros,Olivier,andMelena 1990,
pp. 116-133, for the transportof livestock
for similarpurposesfromKarystosand
Amarynthoson Euboiato Thebes.

11. Cf. Od. 14.13-20, where 600
pigs have been reducedto 360 by the
suitors'depredations.In this connection, a particularlystrikingfeatureof
the Iliad is the silence abouthow and
where the Achaean heroes obtainedthe
vast numbersof animalsthey appearto
have sacrificedand consumedat Troy
(cf., e.g., 11.7.465-466), which suggests
that, in general,the epic traditiondid
not include much considerationof the
problemsinvolvedin servicinga large
collectiveAchaean army.Indeed, only
the Trojansand their allies seem to
recognizefood suppliesas a potential
problem,as when Hector mentions

how he wears down his people by
providinggifts and food for the allies
(II. 17.225-226), or when Pandaros
explainsto Aineias that he did not
bring his chariothorses to Troybecause
of the difficultiesof feeding them
appropriatelyin a situationwhere too
many fighterswere gatheredin one
place awayfrom home (1. 5.202-204).
By contrast,however,we aretold quite
explicitlywhence and how the
Achaeans at Troyobtainedtheir wine
(II. 9.71-72); and, as we shall see, the
movement of wine as gifts or in
commercialtransactionsfigures
frequentlyin the epics.
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them.12 The importance of (sea) salt is also indicated on several occasions

(e.g., 11.9.215; Od. 17.455,23.270).
We aregiven severaldescriptionsof the processof slaughtering,though
it is not clear that the detailed variations have any systematic significance
except insofar as they may be appropriatefor different types of animals
(themselves appropriatefor different gods). Only once are the horns of a
cow gilded (Od. 3.437-438; though cf. also II. 10.294), which not only
signals a very special occasion presided over by an ancient and venerable
hero, but seems to mark this particular act of slaughter more firmly as
representativeof institutionalized sacrificewith a feast tacked on (as public sacrifice often appearsto be in historical Greece), and less as a customary prelude to a hearty feast. The animals (if more than one) may be arranged in a circle, or (if one) the participantsmay arrangethemselves in a
circle around the animal.At this point, the hairs of the head may be cut off
and thrown in the fire, and barley is scattered.13 The implement used to
cut the throat of the victim may be an axe or a knife, and the blood may be
collected (and perhaps used to make the black puddings).
The standard method of cooking, whenever we hear anything about
it, is the barbecue,which real heroes are clearly expected to accomplish for
themselves ratherthan leave to underlings (II. 19.316-317; cf. Od. 15.321324; and contrastthe behaviorof the suitors,Od.4.681-683).14 After slaughtering and skinning,the meat is cut up and put on spits (6O3eXot)and roasted
over a fire, then lifted off and either distributeddirectlyor placed on boards
for subsequent distribution. In contexts where sacrifice to the gods is emphasized, this is preceded by descriptions of the thigh bones being cut out,
wrapped in fat with token strips of flesh laid over them, marinated with
wine libations, and burned on a oXL?lq
(a splinter of peeled wood, II. 2.425).
It is at this point, also, that the innards, which cook much more quickly
than the flesh, are eaten, like the kokoretsithat precedes the meat at a modern Greek sheep roast. On at least one occasion, the divine portions are
simply thrown on the fire before the eating begins (II. 9.220). Wine is
mixed and passed around generously, apparentlycustomarily from left to
right (II. 1.597), for libation and drinking.
Ceremonial hand-washing is also standard,not only before the ritual
of slaughter, but also before sitting down to a feast, when a golden jug
(-cp6xoo;) and a silver basin (MEplS)are frequentwashing equipment. Be12.It is interesting,
however,that
the only mention of pulses (in a simile)
comes in a context that suggeststhey
may be regardedprimarilyas agriculturalweeds ratherthan a sourceof food
(II. 13.588-589). In this there is a
strangeparallelismwith the LinearB
texts, in which pulses are nevermentioned-though we assumefrom the
palaeobotanicalremainsthat they were
quite widely exploited at the time the
texts were written (Halstead2001,
p. 38; de Fidio 1989, p. 199). A similar

sortof parallelism
mayperhapsbe
of oliveoil in
in
treatment
the
glimpsed
boththe epicsandthe LinearB texts
(seebelow).Cheesesandhoney,
however,aswellas cereal,meat,and
wine,arelistedon Un 718 fromPylos,
fora feastin honor
amongingredients
of Poseidon(Palmer1963,pp.215216;Palaima,thisvolume;Bendall,
forthcoming).
oak
13. If barleyis not available,
leavesarepressedintoserviceinstead;
in the
see Od.12.357-358.Similarly,

same passage,water is used to pour on
the thigh bones instead of wine.
14. The only mention of boiling
meat comes in a simile, where the
renderingof pig fat in a cauldron
(Xhp3l)is comparedwith the seething
of the watersof the riverXanthos
(II. 21.362-364). Otherwise, cauldrons
and tripod cauldronsare used only to
heat water for ablutions(cf. II. 18.343350, 22.443, 23.40; Od.8.433-437,
10.359).
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fore joining the feast, individual heroic participants often bathe (or are
bathed),15anoint themselves with olive oil (which, interestingly,never figures in a culinary context), and don fresh clothing.
A complex arrayof utensils and equipment is often used. In addition
to the spits for cooking, we hear once of supports for the spits (11.9.214)
and on two occasions of mysterious objects called
(11.1.463 =
&rcFr_03opXoca
translated
as
five-tined
more
Od. 3.460), usually
plausibly,
spits or,perhaps
forks.16When circumstancesallow it, the feasters sit on chairs of different
;re: e.g., Od. 1.145 = 3.389 = 24.385,
types (xoc-k
po6vouo
xx;tioo6t -O
=
= 20.249), often covered with cloth, at
17.86
17.179
10.233, 15.134,
small, portablepolished (stone?) or silver tables. Outdoors, or in Eumaios's
hut, fleeces may substitute. Sometimes-but particularlyif the feasters are
divine or semidivine, guests of divinities, or overweening suitors-they
place their feet on a footstool (II. 14.241, 18.390; Od. 1.131, 4.136, 10.315,
367, 17.409-410, 462, 504, 19.57). The cooked meat may be placed on
boards for serving, and bread may be served in baskets. Baskets are also
used to hold the barley for the sacrificialritual.
Wine is typically mixed in kraters, and drunk and libated from the
epic 8~icoc;(often qualified by the untranslatableepithet 0pCpLx6rCshXov),
or less frequentlyfrom 6iXetocor x6rceXXa;17
only once does anyone-Eumaios and Odysseusin the former'shut-drink from a ox60qpo(Od. 14.112).
Insofar as we are told, kraters are usually silver,and drinking cups are invariably gold. The importance of wine-drinking as a highly significant
social activity is underlined by the custom of giving kratersand drinking
cups as guest-friend gifts (II. 6.220, 23.741-748, 24.233-234; Od. 4.591,
15. Bathtubs(&da6CtvOo)
forthis
evento
purposeseemto be available
theAchaeanscampedbeforeTroy
(I. 10.576).
16.Forthe interpretation
of these,
see,e.g.,LSJ,s.v. ei7c6poXov;MeierBrugger2001,p. 1147,s.v.7teiicc4poXov
(W. Beck);Chantraine
1968-1980,
vol.3, p. 771,s.v.6fPX6q;
Kirk1985,
p. 101;cf.alsoBruns1970,p. 39;
Buchholz,Jdhrens,and Maull 1973,
p. 167, n. 614. The view that they rep-

resentfive-tinedinstruments
of tridentlikeformis sharedbyvirtuallyall
ancientcommentators
andlexicograA
different
view
is putforward
phers.
Kron
who
(1971,
131-144),
by
pp.
bundles
suggeststhattheyrepresent
of fivespitsforroastinginnards,partly
on the groundsthatforksorfleshhookswouldbe inappropriate
in the
circumstances.
Whilethisideaperhaps
findsa modicumof circumstantial
supwithan
portin the 10 spitsassociated
burialin
Early-MiddleOrientalizing
tomb285 in the NorthCemeteryat
Knossos(Snodgrass
1996,p. 591),it

has to be emphasizedthat it is not at all
clear how the
areused in
rei7c403oXax
the two Homeric contextsin which
they occur.All we hearis that young
men stand aroundwith them in their
hands while the thigh bones areburned
(II. 1.463 = Od.3.460). Given the formulaic sequence,we might suppose
that they areused to roastthe innards,
but this is not indicatedeither explicitly
or implicitly.Metal forksor flesh-hooks
of variousdesigns,usuallywith two or
three prongs,but also sometimes more,
are relativelycommon in the Near East
throughoutthe Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age. They are also found in Late
Bronze Age Cyprus(Catling 1964,
pp. 65-66; Niklasson 1983, p. 174) and
in Late Bronze and EarlyIron Age
Europe (see Duhn 1926, pp. 331-332,
fig. 1, for a five-prongedexamplefrom
an Italianhoard).
In the Aegean, a tridentwas discoveredby Schliemann(1880, p. 255,
no. 372) in shaft graveIV at Mycenae,
a bident of Late Helladic (LH) IIA
date comes from a tomb at Routsi

1988,no.261),anda
(Demakopoulou
versionis knownfroma
six-pronged
tombat Dendra(Persson1942,p. 126;
cf.Persson1931,pl.XXXIV);for
"flesh-hooks"
of Early
single-prong
to MiddleBronzeAge date,which
mayhaveserveda similarpurpose,
seeBranigan1974,pp.30, 173,
pl. 15:1181-1184.As hasoftenbeen
pointedout,the mostlikelyusefor
in a feastingcontext
suchimplements
is forspearingandextracting
piecesof
meatfroma cauldron(E. Banou,in
1988,p. 246, no.261)
Demakopoulou
-circumstancesin whichone might
well envisageparticipants
standing
aroundwaitingwiththesein their
hands.If so,it is notimpossiblethat
the twice-repeated
linepreserves
some
fossilizedechoof a cookingpractice
earlierthanthatostensiblypresentedin
the Homericepics(seebelow,n. 50).
17.That 67cxandx6rCEXXox
are
regardedasvirtuallyinterchangeable
is seenin II. 1,whereHera's •incx;
of 1.584 morphs into
6pptqtx67CEXXov

a x6lDUhXov
12 linesfurtheron.
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615-619, 8.430, 9.203, 15.85, 115-119, 24.275). These vessels often have
a long history of personal ownership, and are frequently regarded as their
currentowner'smost prized possession. A final piece of equipment associated once with the preparation of a mysterious wine-based potion is a
bronze grater used to grate goat's cheese (II. 11.639-640).
The Homeric obsession with what one might characterizeas emblematic feasting should alert us to the highly charged significance that this
activity had for Homeric (and without doubt also pre-Homeric and postHomeric) audiences. At its simplest and perhaps most superficial,there is
its obvious dramaticsignificance. Feasts form the setting for the telling (or
singing) of stories, whether to catch up on background history essential to
the plot or to digress into anecdotes concerning offstage characters.They
are also the prelude to important speeches in which intentions are announced or philosophies expounded. Moreover, feasts herald the beginning of an exciting action or development or the close of a successful or
harrowing episode. They are, often, more or less formulaic punctuation
points that, among other things, allow the bard to gather his thoughts and
remember where he wants to go next.
Of perhaps greater significance is the reflective aspect of Homeric
feasting, particularlyas far as the close association between the feast and
the singing of tales is concerned (cf. Od.4.15-18, 9.5-10,13.26-28,17.358,
22.351-352; and for the association between feasting and lyres, or singing
and dancing generally, see also Od. 1.144-155, 8.99, 248, 17.269-271,
21.428-430; 11. 1.473, 601-604, 24.62-63). In this, the Homeric epics
might be said to mirrorthe contexts of their own performance,since, given
the probabilitythat they were elaboratedand performedat festivals at some
supraregionalsanctuarysuch as Delos,"8a context of large-scale religious
feasting is almost assured.Indeed, at the risk of seeming flippant, it is hard
to imagine how Homeric audiences could get through a performance of
even a portion of the Iliad or Odysseyas we know them without a relatively
free flow of wine to sustain them (cf, e.g., Od. 14.193-198, 15.390-400).
For audiences at what may be described as epic occasions, the frequent
epic scenes of heroic feasting, in which tales are sung, heroes' stories told,
and important speeches of moral or philosophical exposition made, may
well have served as a mirror in which they could glimpse themselves directly reflected.They allowed listeners to step through the looking glass to
become one with the epic world.19
At a deeper level, Homeric feasting can be said to encapsulate values
that are likely to have simultaneously created and confirmed a collective
ideology: the values of companionship and commensality, equal sharing
and individual esteem, reciprocity and the obligations of hospitality,20 together with duties owed to the feasting community of which one is a member-and at least the potential for universal inclusion (if not always its
actuality).21 To a large extent, these are universal values in preindustrial
societies (and remain at least ideals in almost all societies), but they are
values that we particularlyassociate with an idealized notion of ancient
Greece. The emphasis that the historical Greeks placed on such values as
central to their own idea of themselves undoubtedly owes much to the
pivotal part played by the Homeric epics, from the Archaic period on-

18. Taplin 1992, pp. 1-45.

19.In anevenmorereflexivemode,
feaststhemselvesaresubjectsto be
feastsdown
sungaboutat subsequent
throughthe generations;to be present
at a greatfeast assuresone'sparticipation in "history"(see, e.g., II. 10.217).
20. See the expressionSEvm-re
p6tr•oa (Od. 14.158 = 20.230), which
is used in the context of swearingan
oath.
21. One of the most strikingexamples of exclusionfrom feasting (and
perhapsthe only occasion on which
exclusionis ever made explicitin
the epics) is the poignant passagein
II. 22.490-499 in which Andromache
foretellsthe futureplight of the
orphanedAstyanax,drivenfrom the
feast by the sons of his dead father's
companionsbecausehis fatheris no
longer sharingtheir feasting.This, of
all epic passages,is perhapsthe one in
which the sharingof the feast as an
exclusivesymbol of membershipof an
elite (and contingentlyconstituted)
warriorgroupis given most emphasis.
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andasthe acknowlward,as an acceptedaccountof theirearliest"history"
educational
their
for
basis
system.
edged
In thisrespect,aspectsof the Homericterminologythatrelateto feasting are particularlyinteresting. The most commonly used noun that we

normallytranslateas "feast"is &xg`,which literally means a "share,"
or "distribute"22
"divide"
or "division"
(fromthe rootverb oaicxo,
"portion,"
as such.
translated
in
more
fact
is
often
and
[cf. Od.5.61, 9.551])
easily
where these
There are numerouspassagesin the Iliad and the Odyssey
made
are
word
of
the
notion
the
quiteexplicit.
principlesunderlying
&ax;
The noun-epithetcombination&x6eg occursseveraltimesin both the
is impossibleto translateSoa'xwith
in contextswhereitito'q
Iliad and Odyssey
or "feast,"sinceboth areneatlywrappedup
eitherthe singleword"share"
in it. In Iliad4, for instance,Zeus declareshis supportfor Priamand the
in keepinghim
TrojansagainstHera'shostility,citingtheirpunctiliousness
suppliedwith sacrifices:
& EZT
I6; 6T6
vo TuCOt
CLZo
r [r3co
[ot
Lo- ,
TO
;[LSL.
Xot3; z-ExvVoY-1TF"- Y&0 XX0[Lov yS9OCg

0oyp

Forneverdid my altarwant for an equalshareof the feast,of the
we obtainedourdue honor.
libationandthe fragrance;
I1.4.48-49; 24.69-70
The same phrase, a-eT;zto-qq,
figuresagainin Iliad 9.225 when Aias
reassuresAchillesthat he has no lackof his equalshareof the feasteither
in the shelterof Agamemnonor in his own hut, in Iliad 15.95, andin the
frequentlyrepeatedline
andits
22.Cf.theverb8xoaacxt

synonymin this respect,3a-iourxat.

23.Cf.alsoOd.8.98,11.185.
24.It also,asonemightexpect,
inHesiod:
occurs
cf.Op.319-351,

where severalof the values associated

arenicelyexwithHomeric
feasting
pounded.In the phrase~ti 86o~xaxhlv ("toinvite to a feast")in line
342, however,the word seems to have
lost its frequentHomeric dual meaning
of "portionor share"and "feast,"and
means simply"feast"(cf. also Hes. Op.
736, 742).
25. 'ETBi8t'vcoto
(from 3aloiat),
the alternativesuggestedby Ventris
and Chadwick (1956, p. 392; cf. also
Lejeune 1958, p. 226; Lejeune 1971,
p. 151; Gallavotti1961, p. 173; Davies
1963, p. 87, s.v. e-pi-de-da-to)would be
even better from our point of view, but
now seems generallyto be regardedas
less likely (Palmer1994, p. 74; Aura
Jorro1985, p. 223).
26. Palmer1963, p. 369; Ventrisand
Chadwick 1973, pp. 348-349, no. 250;
Palmer1994, pp. 75-76.

t 06;bg
g
LG'o
6rXLTeg
dE••'rco
They feasted,nor did anyappetitefeel the lackof an equalshare.
11.1.468;1.602;2.431; 7.320;23.56
Od.16.479;19.42523
o6•i
5acLvovT',

("tosharea
Elsewhere,we find variationson the phrase&avvoo0al&acZTc
=
Od.
3.66
20.280, 7.50, 11.185-186); and,indeed,
feast")(e.g.,11.9.70;
the normalverbsto "give(or apportion)a feast"andto "feast"arethe active andmiddlevoicesof &8xuvoLt.
It is interestingthat the wordSax;with the meaning"feast"is rarely
used in laterprose (exceptin specificHomeric referencesor allusions),
It is thus a special"poetic"word, rethough it does occurin tragedy.24
garded as "archaic"and associatedparticularlywith Homeric epic and (one
assumes) with special Homeric and possibly quasi-religious connotations.
Whether it is a word with a much earlier pre-Homeric history is hard to
say.It does not, as far as I know, appearin the Linear B texts, where feasts
or festivals are implied from the context or given specific proper names.
"have
However, the word e-pi-de-da-to (i•m xalaoIot? [from
&XTo[LoxL],25
been distributed"?)on Pylos tablet (PY) Vn 20, apparentlyin the context
of the palatialdistribution of wine to each of the nine centers of the Hither
Province,26suggests the right kind of semantic association. In general, the
texts' preoccupation with both meticulously measured palatial distribution and feasting (often together) makes it quite likely that the notions of
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"portion"or "share"and "feasting"were closely allied in at least Late Bronze
Age ideology, and, indeed, built into much of the rationale behind palatial
record-keeping.27In particular,the evidence from the tablets for palatial
involvement in the direct apportionment of wine both to communities
could
and individuals28might lead one to speculatewhether the term xriq
of
in
the
its
"feast"
have
acquired secondary meaning
perhaps originally
context above all of festal wine-drinking. If so, we should probably conclude that this development took place considerably earlier than the period of the Mycenaean palaces, since the use of the words 8ctoetoat and
86aio6q (da-so-mo:PY Wa 730) in the Linear B texts to mean "distribute
or apportion"and "portion or share,"respectively,29suggests that 8aCvoUtE
and 8xaa may alreadyhave acquirednarrowerand more specialized meanings than they appearto retain in the epics.30
Within this dominant notion of "sharing"and "equality"implied by
the word &ax'S,
however, there is also scope for the concept of individual
honor--the idea that some within the feasting circle may be (at least on
occasion) a little more equal than others. Just as the gods always get their
choice portions (typically the burned thigh bones of the animals, and the
first taste of the wine in the form of libation), human participantscan also
be offered a "portionof honor,"as when Agamemnon gives Aias the choice
cuts from the back of the roasted ox (II. 7.321-322) or when Menelaos
sets before Telemachos and Peisistratos the same cuts that have been set
aside as his own prerogative(Od. 4.65-66). The idea that a particularrank
or status (including the status of honored guest conferred by the obligations of friendship or hospitality) may be singled out through apportioning the choicest meats or the first passing of the wine-cup (cf. Od. 3.5153) is thus also built into the ideology and protocol of the feast.
Two other words used much more rarelyin Homer to denote a "feast"
are sXomrdvu(and its verb EsXomtvrgo) (II. 10.217, 14.241, 18.491,23.201;
and Epc'vog
Od. 1.226, 2.57, 11.415, 17.410; cf. II. 17.577 [E•cLanvcxa-c*S1])
(Od. 1.226, 11.415). Neither the precise meaning nor the derivation of
the former is clear, and its epic derivatives seem to imply no more than
generic feasting or reveling in company. On two occasions, however, the
word itself is contrasted both with an -pxcvoqand with a wedding feast
(Od. 1.226, where it is, however, apparently more akin to a wedding;
11.415),31 on one it is distinguished from a wedding (1. 18.491), on one
27. Bendall,forthcoming;Palmer
1994, pp. 73-85.
28. Palmer1994, pp. 73-85.
29. Palmer1994, pp. 80-81, 85.
30. In the epics, not only does
830m;
clearlyretainits primarymeaning of
the
"shareor portion"in places,but
and 8aMvolLalso on occaverbs6cmko
sion retaina generalsense of"distribute"well outside the semanticcontext
of feasting (cf. Od.3.309, 5.61; also
perhapsOd.9.551), despite the use
elsewhereof ar-cEao[cu
(e.g., Od.6.10,
14.208, 17.80; II. 18.511, 20.394).

which
Conversely,the noun 8acoydq,
seems to mean "shareor division"in
generalin the LinearB texts (Palmer
1994, p. 79; cf. also ClassicalGreek),
occursonly once in the epics, in connection with the division of booty
(II. 1.166). This suggeststhat the Linear B use of 8occ6;qas a generalterm
for "shareor portion"may postdate
much of the originallinguisticinheritance preservedin the Homeric epics,
in which 8cm;in its primarysense normally fulfills this less specific semantic
function;and it furthersuggests that

the specializeduse of
meaning
odm;
"feast"(and perhapseven
primarily
"feast,"as in Hesiod) may alreadyexist
in the period of the LinearB texts.
An older,primarysense of 8m'; meaning "shareor portion"may be reflected
in a varietyof Linear B titles and
propernames, such as da-i-ja-ke-re-u,
da-i-pi-ta, da-i-wo-wo, da-i-ze-to
(Ventrisand Chadwick 1973, pp. 178,
537; Miihlestein 1968, p. 113; Aura
Jorro1985, pp. 149-150).
31. In Od.1.225-226 the implication
is a subspeciesof 8am'.
is that Ehorxtcvl
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froma 8oSa(II. 10.217),andon one apparentlyfromdrinking(Od.2.57).
This, togetherwith its rarity,suggestsa noun that originallyhad some
fairlyspecificmeaning,whichit hasalreadylost bythe timethatit is incorThe observationthatthe partsof the lines
poratedin the Homericepics.32
in which it is differentiatedfroma weddingfeast scanratherawkwardly
(II. 18.491;Od.1.226) mighthint thatit is alreadyan archaicwordwhose
phonologyhas changedover time. As for 9pavo;,it occursin Homeric
alreadycited.It is alsofoundin a
epic only in the two lines in the Odyssey
similarsense in Pindar(01. 1.38; Pyth. 5.77, 12.14), where it seems to
meanno morethana genericfeastor festival.Its lateruse to denotea club
or mutualsociety(Dem. Epistulae5.6.1, In Aristogitonem
1.22.1) has led
as a mealto which eachcontributes
to its usualtranslationin the Odyssey
his shareandthus as the properHomerictechnicaltermfor the communal type of feast discussedabove,and, althoughit is neverexplicitlyapplied in the epicsto anyof the moreobviouslycommunaltypeof feasts,33
it mayoriginallyhavehad some suchmeaning.34

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL
CONSTITUENTS OF HOMERIC FEASTING

is otherwise found
32. ELXcrccnvr-

onlyin laterpoetry(particularly
epic)
that consciouslyalludesto or is modeled on Homer. It is abundantlyclear
that late authorssuch as Athenaeus,
as well as all the lexicographersand
Homeric commentators,were as much
in the darkas we are concerningits
derivationand meaning.Cf. Frisk
(1960, p. 455, s.v.) and Chantraine
(1968-1980, vol. 2, p. 318, s.v.),who
suggest that the term may have been a
loanword.
33. Nor in Hes. Op.722-723, where
the term coXD~E:Lvo;
mean~xgi
xoLv6q,
ing a feast with many contributoryparticipants,is used.
34. Its etymology,like that of •Eocrcivj,is obscure,though it has been
suggestedthat it is closely relatedto
Homeric •c-a [= FQpco]
(cf. Od.3.164;
I1. 1.578), meaning"kindness"or
"favor"(Frisk1960, p. 455, s.v.eQpvoC;
If
Boisacq 1923, p. 262, s.v.
E69pr).
so, the word e-ra-ne,which appears
as the possible title of a functionary
on Knossos tablet (KN) Ch 902 (which
lists cattle in associationwith various
place names), almost certainlyhas no
connectionwith
E••avoq.

Therecanbe little doubtthat the Homericepicsarenot only creationsof
theirown time,but that,preciselybecauseof theirethnogeneticrole (and
theyreflect
probablyalsopurpose)in creatinga sharedpanhellenic"past,"
a complexaccumulationof beliefs,concepts,andpracticessuperimposed
in popularconsciousnessovera long periodandtransmittedthroughdifferentregionaltraditions.Indeed,this is certainlya necessaryprecondition for theirimmediateeffectivenessin this respect,sincethe cumulative
intuitivelythroughnarrativebardicsong conweight of what is "known"
tinuouslygenerated,transmitted,and reinterpretedthroughsuccessive
generationsin differentplacescarriesfar morecredencethan any ad hoc
creationcontrived,howeveraptlyor adeptly,out of nothing.Elementsof
chronologicallayeringand,indeed,of linguisticand culturaltransferare
evidentin variousaspectsof the materialcultureandlanguageof the epics,
in some casesgoing backto at leastthe earlyLate BronzeAge, or earlier
still,andcoveringan areathatincludesthe NearEastandEgyptaswell as
most of the Aegean.There is no reasonto supposethat this sortof layering and transfermaynot also applyto feastingpracticesand attitudesto
feasting.
This combination of the integrative nature of the epics and the deep
regional and historical accumulations that give effect to it means that, in
terms of the definitions formulated by modern anthropologists, Homeric
feasting behavior is likely to appear ambiguous and to resist clear classification. This ambiguity is characteristicof many of the social practices and
institutions encountered in the epics. Indeed, it was arguablythe deliberate ambiguity of Homeric epic, which like biblical scripture allowed it to
be all things to everyone, that ensured its centrality to collective Greek
identity from the beginning of the Archaic period onward. While in the
archaeological record we may, given a certain amount of luck, be able to
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identify detailed feasting practicesthat fall into well-defined and coherent
categories of structure,motives, and practicalbenefits, the Homeric texts
inevitably prove more elusive and ambivalent in this respect.
As it is, there is probablyno limit to how far back into prehistory one
can push feasting in general, either in the Aegean area or anywhere else.
How far back (and from where) we can trace any of the specific ideologies
and practices of Homeric feasting depends largely on archaeology, and
particularly on what it can supply in the way of suitably contextualized
artifacts,rarerrepresentationalart, and even rarertextual data.
We can start by looking at the cooking practices and equipment associated with feasting in the epics. The spits (6PeXo0)that are used to roast
meat (whenever we are given a description of the cooking process)35have

usuallybeen associatedwith the ironspitsthat appearin the Aegeanarea
from the 10th century onward, occasionally accompanied by metal spit
supports.36These seem to be a fashion that reached the Aegean from Cyprus, where spits of bronze closely followed by ones of iron occur already
in 11th-century contexts, although the possibility that the idea of bronze
spits together with a new, fashionable way of cooking meat may originally
have reached Cyprus from the central or western Mediterranean in the
closing centuries of the second millennium, along with imported examples

of the artifactsthemselves,cannotentirelybe ruledout.37It has been argued that these spits are merely the translation into metal of wooden spits
that alreadyhad a long history in the Aegean;38while this argument may
perhaps gain some support from the possible identification of a bronze

spit amongunpublishedobjectsfromthe 15th-centuryVapheiotholos,39
it leaves the puzzle of why they should not regularlyhave been translated
into bronze at an earlier date and deposited much more frequently along
with other bronze cooking equipment (for instance in Cretan tombs) or
recordedin any recognizable form in the Linear B inventories. As it is, the
35. Explicit spit-roastingtakes place
both outdoors(II. 1.465, 2.428, 7.317;
Od.3.462, 12.365) and indoors (Od.
14.420-430, 19.422). In some instances
(e.g., II. 9.468), spit-roastingis only
implied.
36. For spits see Haarer2000, 2001.
For spit supportsin the shape of ships,
from Cyprus,Crete, and the Argolid,
see Demetriou 1989, p. 66; Snodgrass
1996, pp. 591-592; Haarer2000,
pp. 50-52. Since extant examplesof
spit supportsdate predominantlyfrom
the laterpart of the eighth century,it
may be significantthat supportsare
mentioned only once in the epics (II.
9.213-214). This passagedoes not
recurin any other descriptionsof feast
preparationand to that extent is nonformulaic,but it gives us a more graphic descriptionof how the spits areused
than is providedby other accounts.
37. The precisechronologyof the

articulatedbronze spits of western
Mediterranean/Atlantictype is still
uncertain,but they suggest a prior
history of metal-spit developmentin
the west, possibly of considerable
duration.Examplesof these occurin a
tenth-ninth-centuryhoard at Monte
Sa Idda on Sardiniaand in a tomb of
roughlysimilardate at Amathous on
Cyprus (Karageorghisand Lo Schiavo
1989). As far as I know,however,no
other bronze spits predatingthe Early
Iron Age havebeen recognizedin the
centralMediterranean(see Haarer
2000, pp. 192-193). Nevertheless,the
presenceon the late-13th-century
Gelidonyawreck of what seems to
be a bronze spit (Bass 1967, p. 109,
no. B 187, figs. 116, 117; but cf. Catling 1964, p. 99, where it is identified
as the blade of a pairof smithing tongs)
would place their easternMediterranean debut in an appropriatecontext

for their import from the west to be
considered(cf. Sherratt2000a). The
bundle of bronze spits associatedwith
the bronze hoardfrom Anthedon in
Boiotia (Catling 1964, p. 297), although almost impossibleto date
(Knapp,Muhly, and Muhly 1988,
p. 248), maywell be of Cypriotorigin
and could theoreticallydate as earlyas
the 11th century.In this context,however,their main significanceprobably
lies in the fact that they arebronze
ratherthan in their artifactualnature.
In other words, they cannot of themselves be taken as proofthat bronze
spitswere used in Greecein a period
immediatelyprecedingthe introduction
of iron ones in the 10th century.
38. Cf. Karageorghis1974, p. 171;
Haarer2000, p. 11.
39. Karageorghis1974, p. 171,
XVIII:1.
pl.
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regular appearance of metal spits only in the 11th century and later in
Cyprus and the Aegean seems to indicate a new social or ideological emphasis on spit-roasting meat at this time, while the observation that spits
often appear in tombs associated with male (warrior) burials suggests a
context of male bonding through barbecuing, possibly mainly outdoors
and associated particularlywith hunting.40 We are nowhere informed of
the material of which Homeric spits are made, nor are we normally told
precisely how they are used, which leaves room for the possibility that the
recurrentpassages in which spits are mentioned derive from contexts in
which wooden spits, perhaps deployed in some other manner, were the
norm. The ideology associated with Early Iron Age iron spits, however,
as far as we can comprehend it, seems wholly in tune with their standard
role in epic feast preparation,and with the general ethos associated with
their use.
Another piece of equipment that also seems to belong in the Early
Iron Age is the bronze grater used by Hekamede to grate goat's cheese
into the curious potion she preparesfor Nestor and Machaon in Iliad 11.
Graters of bronze (and occasionally of iron) first turn up in Greece in
tenth-ninth-century contexts, and have been discussed recently by David
Ridgway.41The association at Lefkandi of three bronze graterswith ninthcentury graves furnished with weaponry, one of which also contained a
number of iron spits,42brings these into the same general context, and
suggests that they too are associated in some way with contemporarywarrior feasting activity--though whether they were used only to grate cheese
(as in the Iliad) or for a more exotic purpose is debatable. Given the general rule that elite activity is most susceptible to inclusion in elite-sponsored art, whether visual or verbal, at the time when it is newest and most
novel (and therefore most elite), a date of around the tenth-ninth centuries for the initial incorporation of both spits and graterinto pre-Homeric
heroic song, with its probableemphasis in this period on the defining xxca
("gloriousdeeds") of contemporary or near-contemporary individuals or
small groups,43seems in principle quite likely.
The conclusion that Homeric cooking practices predominantly reflect those of Early Iron Age warrior elites finds support in the Bronze
40. Ample iconographicevidence
exists for hunting and warriorgroups
and for feastingthroughoutthe Late
Bronze Age (Wright, this volume),
and the presenceof deer in the burned
bone deposits from Pylos providesa
furtherindicationof this elite connection (Isaakidouet al. 2002; Stockerand
Davis, this volume).The hunting
scenes from the Palaceof Nestor and
possiblyalso from Ayia Irini on Kea,
however,seem to point to a connection
between the post-hunting feast and
tripod cauldronsratherthan spits (see
below). The importanceof the Early
Iron Age spits lies in the indications
they providewithin the standard

personalequipmentof the warriorof a
formalrecognitionof spit-roasting(and
possibly,therefore,a new type of outdoor post-hunting feast). Inscriptions
(one apparentlya markof ownership)
on three bronze spits from a late-llthto early-10th-centurytomb (T. 49) at
Palaipaphos-Skalesin Cyprusfurther
underlinethe notion that spits were at
this time significantitems of elite male
personalequipment(Karageorghis
1983, pp. 61, 411-415, pl. A:2-4).
41. Ridgway1997.
42. Popham,Touloupa,and Sackett
1982, p. 229, nos. 6-8; cf. Ridgway
1997, p. 325; Haarer2000, p. 30.
43. Cf. Sherratt1990.
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Age archaeologicalrecord.Relativelydeep tripod cauldrons(ti-ri-po, ideogram *201) arewell representedin the LinearB texts (see below, Fig. 1:201),
two of them occurring on a tablet (PY Ta 709) that lists decorated portable hearths and other palatial cooking equipment. They also appear in
what is undoubtedly a feasting context in the hunting scenes that decorated the walls above megaron 46 at Pylos,44and possibly on a related type
of scene from Kea.45Together with the absence of any objects identifiable
as spits, they indicate the strong probabilitythat ceremonial food (including meat for human consumption) was preparedin the Mycenaean palaces
mainly by means of boiling or stewing.46No hint of this practice is found
in the epics, where tripod cauldrons are used in heroic contexts exclusively
to heat water for washing (1. 18.344, 22.443, 23.40; Od. 8.434, 10.359).
However, the reported results of recent organic residue analyses on clay
versions of these tripod vessels (insofar as they may be reliable) seem to indicate that meat was frequentlycooked in this way from at least the Middle
to the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean area generally, and often, significantly, in ritual contexts.47
This method of cooking is much more economical than grilling or
roasting, since the meat can be cut into smallerpieces and bulked out with
liquids and other ingredients, and since boiling or stewing makes even the
toughest bits edible. It is therefore inherently more appropriatefor largescale feasts than the Homeric practice of barbecuing.48Moreover, the suggestion, supportedby tracesof meat in tripodvessels from Armenoi,Thebes,
and postpalatial Tiryns, that meat cooked in relatively humble clay pots
may have become an item of diet of a progressivelywide section of the
population from the 13th century onward49 gives us a plausiblebackground
against which to see the introduction of the exclusive warrior barbecuefeast with its distinctive equipment around the beginning of the new millennium as a new and deliberate form of elite differentiation. In light of
which hover with no clear
this suggestion, the mysterious CreJrO3oXoa,
function in a repeated line in only two epic cooking scenes, might well be
considered a fossilized remnant of the much older boiling or stewing practices that the Early Iron Age barbecue replaced.50
44. PalaceofNestorII, pp. 68-71,
107-108, pls. 122, M; Wright, this
volume, p. 159, fig. 10.
45. Morgan 1998, fig. 6; Wright,
this volume, p. 158, fig. 9.
46. Borgna 1997a.
47. Tzedakisand Martlew 1999,
cf. esp. p. 183, no. 173 (a tripodvessel
from Apodoulou,Middle Minoan IIB),
p. 101, no. 70 (from Chania-Splanzia,
associatedwith the remainsof slaughtered animals,Late Minoan [LM] IB),
p. 196, no. 181 (from room 31 of the
cult areaat Mycenae,LH IIIB), and for
other tripodvessels that may have been
used to cook meat, p. 115, no. 90;
p. 116 no. 93 (from the LM IIIB cemetery at Armenoi), and p. 120, no. 96

(from a LH IIIBhouse at Thebes).
Other cooking pots (not tripods)with
signs that meat may have been cooked
in them have been found in areaswith
evidencefor ceremonialor ritualactivity at Thebes, Mycenae,and Midea
(Tzedakisand Martlew 1999, p. 121,
no. 100; p. 122, no. 103; p. 127, no. 108;
p. 131, no. 113; p. 186, no. 176). In
the absenceof detailedreportsof the
results,however,the interpretations
suggestedby Tzedakisand Martlew
should be treatedwith caution."Meat,"
for instance,means the presenceof
animallipids,which may indicate no
more than the presenceof animal
fat (and not necessarilyflesh), as in
II. 21.362-364. Nevertheless,the doc-

umentaryand iconographicevidence
for the associationof tripod cauldrons
with feasting and hunting does seem to
supportthe idea that boiling or stewing
was the normalmethod of cooking
meat in the Late Bronze Age.
48. For the presenceof some 30 or
so clay tripod cooking vessels in rooms
67 and 68 at Pylos, almost certainly
associatedwith large-scalefeasting in
courts 63 and 88, see Whitelaw 2001,
p. 57, figs. 2, 3; Bendall,forthcoming.
49. See n. 47 above;also Kilian
1985, p. 79.
50. See above,n. 16. It should be
pointed out, however,that no word
has yet been
resembling cTcCsrcP3oXov
found in the LinearB texts, nor have
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The avoidance of any mention of olive oil in the epics for any culinary
purpose may or may not be related to the above observations. Oil is not
necessaryfor spit-roasting on an open fire, particularlysince there is plenty
of fat on the animals. It is probably not necessary for stewing or boiling
either, but it greatly improves the taste of meat cooked in this way; and
traces of olive oil are said to have been found in virtually all of the Bronze
Age clay tripod vessels and other cooking pots with organic residues of
meat,51 as well as in a number of other cooking pots. This suggests thatas in the case of meat-olive oil may have been a fairly regularelement of
Bronze Age festal and other diets. It is interesting, however, that there is
no clear evidence in the Linear B texts for the culinary use of oil,52although it figures largely in texts concerned with the manufacture ofunguents and (usuallyin ready-perfumedform) in those concernedwith ritual
offerings, especially since oil in the epics (sometimes in a golden flask [Od.
6.79], and sometimes of vintage quality [II. 18.351]) is used only for anointing. The consistent and positive emphasis in the epic poems on the preciousness of olive oil (which can hardly have escaped a Homeric audience)
suggests that the absence of its mention in culinary contexts is not accidental;while it almost certainlyreflects a continuation into later periods of
the kinds of uses documented in Linear B, it may also indicate that olive
oil generally (and perfumed oil in particular)was a relativelyrare and expensive commodity throughout the Early Iron Age.
That feasts in the Mycenaean palatial period could be held on an impressively large scale-probably much larger than anything the normal
Homeric barbecue would have been capable of coping with in realityseems likely from various indications. The faunal evidence from Pylos,
which has been discussed with great subtlety elsewhere,53provides reason
for thinking that a feast in honor of Poseidon, with a number of suggestive
similarities to that described in Odyssey3.4-342, took place in the palace
very shortly before its destruction. The 10 or more cattle involved54are a
far cry from the 81 bulls contributed by the nine Pylian towns in the Odyssey (3.7-8), but probably enough, nevertheless, to feed over a thousand
people at one time-perhaps the entire (male?) population of the town of
Pylos, or a substantial number of representativesfrom each of the main
Pylian centers. The picture envisaged of high-ranking diners feasting in
pairs at small, fancy portabletables within the megaron,with a much larger
gathering of their social inferiors in the southwest courts and a still larger
prongedforksor flesh-hooks been
identified among feasting equipment
listed on the tablets.The significance
of the latterperhapsdepends on
whether such implementstypically
formed part of palatialequipmentor
were the privatepropertyof individuals-in which case, as with individual
drinkingcups (cf. below,n. 71), one
would probablynot expect to find
them in palaceinventories.All known
Aegean examplescome from tombs
(see above,n. 16), which suggests

that they were indeed regardedas the
personalpossessionsof the deceased.
51. Tzedakisand Martlew 1999,
no. 77; p. 115, no. 90; p. 116,
108,
p.
no. 93; p. 120, no. 96; p. 122, no. 103;
p. 127, no. 108; p. 127, no. 109; p. 131,
no. 113; p. 183, no. 173; p. 185, no. 175;
p. 186, no. 176;p. 196, no. 181; p. 198,
no. 185.
52. Melena 1983, p. 120. Palmer
(1994, p. 128), however,suggests that
olive oil allotted to sanctuarieson the
Fs tablets from Knossoswas designed

for culinaryuse. See also Bendall2001
for the argumentthat the palaceswere
dealing with much more olive oil than
is allocatedas offerings
or for perfumemanufactureon the
tablets.The remainder,presumably,
was intended for culinaryuse.
53. Isaakidouet al. 2002; Stocker
and Davis, this volume.
54. See Stockerand Davis, this volume, p. 184, n. 21, where they state that
the estimateof 10 cattle is likely to be
low.
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gathering of even lower ranks outside the area of the palace,55is one of
which we clearly glimpse elements in the Odyssey.56
Much has been written over the last decade or so about the textual
evidence for Mycenaean feasting,57and it has become abundantly apparent that feasts loom very large in the recorded activities of Mycenaean
palaces. Because of the elusive "snapshot"nature of the texts, it is not always clear how such feasts were organized.We seem, however,to have evidence both for contributory feasts organized directly by the palaces, for
which animals were brought in to the center from various surrounding
(sometimes quite far-flung) communities, and for feasts at religious (and
possibly also secular) centers elsewhere, to which the palaces themselves
made contributions of wine, barley, honey, figs, or oil (the last perhaps
principally for anointing garments offered to a deity).51 Whether or not
the latter were organized independently of the palaces, the very fact that
we know about them indicates a close palatial interest, suggesting in turn
that the palaces had a hand in most of the public or official feasts that
went on in the localities with which they were concerned.
Despite the fact that we are concerned with subscription feasts, since
most, if not all, of the ingredients were ultimately coerced from surrounding populations by one means or another, this close intertwining of palaces, religious centers, and other communities, in terms of the movement
of feasting materials, appears to blur any clear distinction between the
kinds of hosted and communal feasts discernible in the epics; moreover,it
suggests that every official feast, no matter where it took place and who
reallybore the brunt of the expense, was meant to appearas a combination
of communal effort and palatial beneficence.59Given what looks like the
inherently precariousposition of the palaces in the 13th, and probablyalso
the 14th, century (effectively demonstratedby their sudden disappearance
around 1200 B.c.), it may well have seemed a sensible strategy to involve as
many as possible in the double obligations of commensality and clientage
fuzzily merged in this way.The large numbers of animals and quantities of
other materials sometimes involved60 indicate that some feasts took place
55. Bendall,forthcoming;Whitelaw
2001; cf. also Borgna,this volume.
56. For the tables (to-pe-za), many
of them of stone and inlaid with precious materials,see PY Ta 642, Ta 713,
Ta 715 (Palmer1963, pp. 345-348;
Ventrisand Chadwick1973, pp. 339342, nos. 239-241), and cf. Od.1.111,
138, 4.54, 5.92, 7.174, 9.8-9, 10.354355, 370, 15.137, 466-467, 17.93, 333334, 447, 19.61, 20.151-152,259,
21.28-29, 22.19-21, 84-85, 438, and
II. 11.628-629. On the tablets,these
are accompaniedby equallyfancy
chairs(to-no) and matchingfootstools
(ta-ra-nu) (Ta 707, Ta 708, Ta 712,
Ta 714, Ta 722; Palmer1963, pp. 348353; Ventrisand Chadwick1973,
pp. 342-346, nos. 242-246; cf. esp. for
fancychairsII. 11.645; Od.1.130-131,
7.162, 169, 8.65, 10.314 = 366, 16.408,

17.32, 20.150, 22.341, 438 = 452). If
the ta-ra-nu truly arefootstools
as are their Homeric verbal
(OpiQvo;),
equivalents(though the word is also
used once for the bench of a ship:
II. 15.729), there are a sufficientnumber to suggest that they were not merely providedfor a divine or quasi-divine
wanax. It is possible,however,that
they were anotherform of seating
equipmentfor palatialfeasters(Di
Filippo 1996; Palaima2000, p. 237),
perhapsequivalentto the xhoLyotwith
are frequentlypairedin
which OpdvoL
as a light
the Odyssey(for the xXLoEGd6
chairwithout arms,see Hainsworth
1993, p. 294).
For a pictureof the enclosures
and the megaronof Odysseus'spalace
full of feasters,see Od. 17.604-605;
for the neighborsand kinsmen of

Menelaos feasting in his house, Od.
4.15-16; for Eumaios'sfather'sclients
feasting in the forecourtof his house,
see Od. 15.466-467. In Od. 19.60-62
we catch a glimpse of the clearingof
the remainsof the feast along with the
tables and drinkingcups-a reminder
of the kind of processthat resultedin
the deposit in room 7 at Pylos.
57. E.g., Piteros, Olivier,and Melena 1990; Killen 1994, 1996; Wright
1995; Shelmerdine1998; Bendall2001,
and forthcoming;Aravantinos,Godart,
and Sacconi2001. See also the articles
in this volume by Wright; Stockerand
Davis; and Dabney,Halstead,and
Thomas.
58. Shelmerdine1995.
59. See Bendall, forthcoming.
60. Killen 1994, p. 78; 1996;
Chadwick 1976, pp. 96, 100.
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on a truly massive scale, increasing the probability that virtually everyone,
regardlessof social status,had a chance to share at some time in an official
feast.61
That unofficial feasting, of which we naturallyhear nothing directly,
also existed outside the palace circleswith some sense of at least tacit palatial benevolence is strongly hinted at by Halstead's observations that the
constituent membership of palatial sheep flocks tended to be unusually
fluid, suggesting that herders were free to remove fattened wethers for
their own feasting requirements.62One can also glimpse this practice in
the composite world of the epics, even if most clearly through its denial.
When the swineherd Eumaios makes up his mind to slaughterthe best of
the pigs for Odysseus,who is disguisedas an unknown stranger(Od. 14.414417), he vents his feelings in words that ring not only with anger at the
outrageous depredations made on his master's herds by the suitors, but

alsowith the deeplyfelt personalgrievanceof one whoseown accustomed
andunjustifiably
rights(describedby him in 15.373)havebeen arbitrarily
removed(cf. also Od.4.87-88).
In general, however, as in the case of cooking practices, the glimpse
that the Linear B tablets give us into palatial feasting equipment has little
to offer the Homeric picture. It is particularlyunfortunate that the shorthand nature of the texts does not often allow us to link ideograms and
words, but despite this limitation, the proliferation of specialized forms

and terminologyprobablyindicatesa degreeof functionalspecialization
adoptedby the mainlandpalacesfrom NeopalatialCrete,63quite unlike
anything seen in the epics.There areat least four names forjugs and at least
four separate ideograms, with (in this case) three matches between them
(Fig. 1:204-206).64Similarly,there areseveralideogramsfor what we should
probably recognize as drinking vessels-various forms of cups, goblets,

kylikes,andchalicesof gold or bronze,all of themwith metalandceramic
in the archaeological
record(Fig.1:208,215,216,218,221).65
counterparts
61. See Bendall,forthcoming;
Dabney,Halstead,andThomas, this
volume.
62. Halstead2001, pp. 41-44.
63. Borgna 1997b; also this volume.
64. Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979,
pp. 246-258; Anderson 1994-1995,
pp. 300, 302, 305, fig. 1. The four
names are qe-ra-na,with *204(KN
K 93, PY Ta 711); a-te-we, with *205
(PY Tn 996); ka-ti, with *206(PY Tn
996); andpo-ro-ko-wo,without ideogram (MY Ue 611). Ideogram *303
(KN K 93), which looks like a beaked
jug, has no identified name, but it
appearsin a collection of probable
washing equipment(*226 [Fig. 1:226,
303], Vandenabeeleand Olivier
1979, pp. 271-272). All are either
certainlyor probablyof metal, in most
cases bronze;and all occurin lists of
vessels likely to be associatedwith
feasting.

While the individualideograms
for the most part have plausiblecorrelates in contemporaryor earliermetal
(and ceramic)types known from the
archaeologicalrecord,among the names
a waterjar or urn)
only ka-ti (cf.
x6?oo,
andpo-ro-ko-wo
(cf. pcodoog,a jug) can
be identifiedwith later Greekwords.
The word qe-ra-na,however,has also
plausiblybeen connectedwith ritual
washing (AuraJorro1993, p. 195,
s.v.qe-ra-na;Anderson 1994-1995,
p. 312), and the appearanceof three
qe-ra-naat the beginning of the sequence of Pylos Ta tablets (Palaima
2000), immediatelyfollowed by three
pi-je-ra, (with ideogram*200,a pedestaled basin [Fig. 1:200]), suggests that
this was indeed the particularfunction
of thesejugs. Their ideogram(*204
[Fig. 1:204]) also appearswith a basin
(ideogram*305 [Fig. 1:305]) on KN
K 93 (Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979,

pp. 271-273). That in generalthese are
genuine ideograms,standingfor more
or less standardizedtypes ratherthan
of individualjugs, is shown
"portraits"
by their repetitionon more than one
document or by the pluralityof individualvessels they represent.
65. Vandenabeeleand Olivier
1979, pp. 200-205, 207-216: *208
(PYTn 996), *215(PYTn 316),
*216 (PY Tn 316), *218(KN K 872),
*221 (KN K 434). Of these, only
*208has a possible associatedword
(po-ka-ta-ma,though cf. Ventrisand
Chadwick 1973, pp. 338-339, no. 238;
Anderson 1994-1995, p. 305). The
word [ku]-pe-rapossiblyoccurs,
without an ideogram,on MY Ue 611
(Ventrisand Chadwick 1973, pp. 331332, no. 234; Anderson 1994-1995,
pp. 302-303; though cf. Palmer1963,
p. 364).
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Figure 1. SelectedLinearB ideograms for vessels. Adaptedfrom
Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979, passim

In eachcase,however,onlytwo names(po-ro-ko-wo
andpossiblyku-pe-ra,
both on MycenaetabletUe 611, and both, unfortunately,
without ideocan
be
as
to
the
usual
Homeric
wordfor
grams)
recognized corresponding
ajug fromwhichwateris pouredforwashing
Od.1.136, 7.172,
(rcp6Xoo;:
15.135,17.91;11.24.301)andperhapsto one of the twolesscommonwords
for a drinkingcup (x6rckXXov:
II. 1.596, 3.248, 4.345, 9.670, 24.305; Od.
1.142,2.396, 4.58, 10.357,20.253).66
66. There is no easilyrecognizable
equivalentfor the Homeric ahXetoov,
which is specifiedas gold in six of its
nine mentions (II. 11.774; Od.3.50,
53, 8.430, 15.85, 22.9). However,the
dativepluralform a-re-se-sioccurson
PY Ub 1318 precededby the word
di-pte-ra(skins),suggestingthat the
objectsreferredto areprobablyof
leather(Voutsa2001, p. 151). An

may thereforeoriginallyhave
ziXsLoov
been a leathermug or wineskin (Ruijgh
1967, p. 159, n. 323, p. 356; AuraJorro
1985, pp. 101-102, s.v.a-re-se-si).
Apart from the tripod cauldronand
the a8Srcr(on which see below), other
Homeric vessel words probablyor possibly representedin the LinearB texts
(some with ideograms;Fig. 1) are
pi-je-ra,/pi-a2-ra (PY Ta 709 with

ideogram*200,Tn 996withideogram
andOlivier1979,
*219,Vandenabeele
pp.221-224;cf.pLta6O,
II.23.243,253,
270, 616);qe-to(PYTa 641 withideoandOlivier
gram*203,Vandenabeele
1979,pp.239-240;cf.rc60o;,
II.24.527;
Od.2.340,23.305);a-pi-po-re-we/
a-po-re-we(KN Gg series,PYTn 996
withideogram*209,Vandenabeele
and
Olivier1979,pp.259-263;cf.6qaEI-
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Particularly
intriguingproblems,froma Homericpoint of view,arise
with the ideograms*202and *214(Fig. 1:202,202+DI, 214+DI),which
accompany the noun di-pa, undoubtedly the same word as the Homeric
airccxg(PYTa 641; KN K 740, K 829, K 875).67On K 740, the 30 di-pa

listedareclearlyof bronze,andon Ta 641, wherethey arelistedalongside
tripodcauldrons,theyarealmostcertainlyalsoof metal.The regularideogram *202,which is best describedas lookinglike a jar,appearsin three
versions:one with fourhandlesperchedon top of the rim,one with three
handles(Fig.1:202+DI),andonewithno handles(Fig.1:202).Theseideoto thewrittendescriptionsqe-to-ro-we("withfourears"),
gramscorrespond
ti-ro-jo-we("withthreeears"),anda-no-we("withno ears"),respectively.
As hasoftenbeenremarked,
thisvesselhardlyseemssuitablefor drinking,
with
as
as
four
earlikehandlesprotrudingupwardfrom
many
particularly
the rim.Yet in Iliad 11.632-635, Nestor'sfamousgold-studded iicoc?gis
as havingfour"ears"
c
in additionto
described,improbably,
(ocirococ
zeoop')
its eightgold doves(two aroundeach"ear")andtwo standsor stems.68
The factthatonTa 641 six assortedexamplesof di-paoccuralongside
other vesselslikely to be associatedwith feasting,69
while on K 875 six
handlelessexamplesareassignedto sixindividualsprobablyof basileus(and
thereforein some senseofficial)status,suggeststhat di-pahad a ceremonialfunction.The smallnumber(six)listedon Ta 641-part of a seriesof
tabletsthat seem otherwiseto list the equipmentneeded for 22 feasters70-makesit doublyunlikelythattheywereintendedasindividualdrinkThe ideogramitself
ing vessels,andsuggestsa morecommunalfunction.71
cannot easilybe reconciledwith any ceramicform known from the archaeologicalrecord.Vandenabeeleand Olivieridentifyit with a type of
"krater"-like
vesselof EarlyMycenaean
largebronzetwo- orthree-handled
this
a
has muchwidermouth,however,thanthe vesselsrepresented
date;
most
versions
of the ideogram,72
by
thoughit is not unlikeideogram*214
on KN K 740 (Fig. 1:214+DI),which appearsto be associatedwith the
pope6g,II. 23.92, 170; Od.2.290, 24.74
and passim);ka-ra-te-ra(MY Ue 611,
Palmer1963, p. 364; Ventrisand
Chadwick 1973, no. 234; Anderson
1994-1995, p. 301; cf.
II. 1.470
and passim;Od. 1.110 ?xpiqp,
and passim);
and perhapske-ni-qa (KN Ws 8497,
Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979, p. 177;
Dialismas 2001, p. 128; cf. Xipvtpov,
II. 24.304). That in the Pylos texts
(though not in the epics),pi-je-ra3
arebasins for ritualwashing
(qt9utxL)
is indicatedby their position in the sequence of Ta tablets,brilliantlyreconstructedby Palaima(2000; see above,
n. 64). It thus seems likely that they
have a similarfunction to the Homeric
in such passagesas Od. 1.137 =
X•ripq
4.53 = 7.173 = 10.369 = 15.136 =
17.92, 3.440, 19.386, 469. See also
Anderson 1994-1995, pp. 319-320, for

other possible Homeric vessel words
in LinearB, either uncertain(a-ke-a2?
= ? uyyog [e.g., Od. 2.289], a-ma? =

? &vptov[Od. 3.444]); oblique (ka-neja, cf. x&veov[e.g., Od.1.147, 17.343],
ke-ra-me-u, cf. ipoctog [e.g., II. 9.469,

cf. 5.387]); or less directlyconcerned
with feasting (a-sa-mi-to = &oa6ioveo;
[e.g., II. 10.576; Od.4.48], re-wo-to-ro=

[cf.,e.g.,II.14.6]).
Xoezrp6v

67. Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979,

pp.234-239;cf.Gray1959,pp.50-51,
1994-1995,
pl.VII;Anderson
p.300.
68.Thatthehandles
onNestor's
az7rcx;are called (literally)"ears"need

notimplyanyuniquely
relationspecial
it andtheLinear
B di-pa,
shipbetween
since the word for "ears"is often used

to denotehandles
onvesselsinlater
Greek(seeGray
modern)
(including
1959,p.50).It is alsousedelsewhere

in the Iliad (18.378) for the handles
on Hephaistos'swheeled tripods.
What it does imply in the LinearB
and Homeric cases, however,areparticularsorts of handles that project
upwardlike ears,typicallyfrom the
rim of a vessel.
69. Killen 1998; Palaima2000.
70. Palaima2000.
71. The absenceof identifiable
drinkingvessels in the Ta seriesmay
suggest that elite palatialfeastersused
their own personaldrinkingcups-a
practicewith good epic analogies(cf.,
e.g., 11.16.225-227). If so, they may
have kept them (or left them behind)
in the centralmegaron(see Bendall,
forthcoming).
72. Vandenabeeleand Olivier 1979,
pp. 236-239, figs. 161, 162. Cf. Matthius 1980, pp. 150-157, pls. 22, 23.
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word pa-ko-to on PY Ta 709 (Fig. 1:214).73This identification, insofar as
it is convincing,74 might be thought interesting in view of the emphasis put
on the size and weight of Nestor'suniquely describedarrcc; in Iliad 11.638.
As it is, it is clear from Ta 641 that di-pa come in different sizes, since
three of the examples listed there are described as me-zo ("larger")and the
other three as me-wi-jo ("smaller").
Also of interest in this connection is that the word di-pa on the tablets
not only seems to be associated with two rather different-looking ideograms, but also invariably needs to be qualified with a specific description, relating either to size or the number of handles or both. In this
respect, an analogy can be drawn with the Homeric 3irx;S, which is regularly tied to the epithet nqipLx6rc•XXov-even
though the nature of the
in
the
is
different.
Even
13th
descriptions quite
century, then, the term
itself-unlike other contemporary forms of vessel terminology--was apparently a relatively generic one, which, though it may have been associated with a specific function, had less precise specificity of form than is
suggested by other noun-ideogram combinations. This in turn suggests
that it was probably already an old, well-established term. Indeed, the
possibility that it was originally a Luwian loanword75hints at its much
greater antiquity.
By the eighth century, as its variant Homeric forms show, the word
was firmly entrenched in the artificial language of epic where it seems to
denote a generic drinking-cum-libation vessel, with the emphasis perhaps
above all on libation.76By this time, however, it seems evident that any
clear sense of a specific meaning (or function) for the word, and for its
had been lost irretrievably.On balance,
standardqualifier
qkLxG?6rc*XXov,
it seems likely that the epic 86rocxis the cumulative and confused result of
a very long and varied history for the term and its application, going back
well before the Late Bronze Age. It may well have had its origins in a
ritual vessel, possibly for libation or other form of offering-a function
with which the di-pa may still have been associated in the 13th century.
which
Indeed, it is not impossiblethat Nestor'sunique two-stemmed a•6nrua,
B
Linear
like
the
from
four
sounds
its
"ears")
nothing
di-pa, pre(apart
serves traces of a much earlierritual form that had disappearedor changed
beyond recognition by the period of the palaces.77
andOlivier1979,
73.Vandenabeele
235,
[=
pl. CXXIII:5 Fig. 1:214+DI],
p.
cf.pp.240-241,pl. CXXIV:2[=Fig.
1:214].Thereis a greatdealof confuoverthe classifisionin the literature
cationof ideogram*214.Palmer(1963,
p. 342)givesthe ideogramassociated
withpa-ko-toonTa 709 as *234,while
Anderson(1994-1995,p. 303)givesno
numberforthisideogram(thoughcf.
herfig. 1,whereit is shownas *214).
Fortheviewthatthe ideogramon
KN K 740 shouldnotbe associated
withdi-pa,seeGray1959,p. 50.
74.Thoughcf.Matthius1980,
p. 157,n. 7.
75. Palmer1963, p. 487; cf. Janko

1992, p. 237; Anderson 1994-1995,
p. 313.
76. Cf. the repeatedlines II. 1.471,
9.176; Od.3.340, 7.183, 21.272. See
also,e.g., II. 3.295, 7.480, 23.196, 219,
24.285; Od.3.46, 63, 7.137, 8.89,
18.418,21.263.
77. The description
a~pLtx6rcnXXov,
after
which is often, and particularly
Schliemann'spronouncements(1880,
pp. 237-238), translatedas "doublehandled"(cf. &vp9Lopoe6),ought to
mean probably(by analogywith ayppL(popeSq)"withcups (or hollows) on
both (or all) sides"(cf. Arist. Hist. an.
642a.9, where it is comparedwith the
cells of a honeycomb).One might,

in thiscase,envisagecups
(x6rltXXx)
likethe
aroundsomething
arranged
LinearB di-pa,whichmightbe
assumedto haveservedas a central
vesselfromwhichwinewasdispensed.
Whatit alsobringsto mind,however,
aresomeof the multiplevesselsfound
in clay(andalmostcertainlyalso
producedin metal)fromthe Early
BronzeAge onward(cf.,e.g.,Buchholz
andKarageorghis
1973,pp.67,298,
the lateEarly
no. 858),particularly
BronzeAge to earlyMiddleBronze
witha single
Age Cycladic"kernoi,"
center
surrounded
in
the
vessel
by
large
smallcups(e.g.,Renfrew1972,pl. 11:1;
Sherratt2000b,figs.116-118,pls.254-
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In general, as we move back in time beyond the reach of the Linear B
texts, the possibility of positively identifying elements of practice or equipment that have a direct bearing on Homeric feasting becomes understandably slighter.There can be no doubt, however, that feasting took place in
earlier times and that it was almost certainly as important a social institution as in the palatial and later periods. The emphasis on drinking vessels
in graves of the Early Mycenaean period combines with the emphasis on
weaponry, chariotry,hunting, and glittering items of personal adornment
to suggest that the feast was an important bonding mechanism for the
kind of active elite warriorband that we can probably see, for instance, in
the Mycenae shaft graves-and one might hazard that its importance in
this respect was directly commensurate with its exclusivity.At the same
time, the spotlight directed on the individual at the time of the funeral,
which the frequent practice of covering the body with lavish gold ornament betrays,suggests that the esteem and honor of individualswithin the
group was also an important preoccupation.
The large and heterogeneous range of (often unique) precious metal
drinking cups found in the shaft graves and other tombs of the prepalatial
period7"-clearly items of portable,personalwealth-also leads one to suspect that, as in the epics, these vessels were frequentlyguest-gifts, many of
them perhapswith their own long histories of previousdistinguished ownership. It seems likely, in view of the absence of drinking cups from the
Pylos Ta series, that individual ownership and use of prized drinking vessels remained a feature of palatial elite society three centuries or so later.
The golden kylikes and chalices listed on Tn 316 as having been given by
the Pylos palace to various divinities may thus represent an institutionalized adaptation to a religious context of the practice of giving such objects
as guest-gifts.79
The exclusive, mutually supportive ethos of the warrior band in the
earliest Mycenaean period (and probably also of its feasting practices) is
hinted at above all by the symbolism of the circle, seen in tangible form
not only in the two grave circles at Mycenae, but in contemporary tumuli
and perhaps also the earliest tholos tombs. Some of this symbolism survived into the palatial period in the form of the fixed circularhearths that
are a feature of mainland palace megara, and it is tempting to suppose that
those who feasted around these hearths inside the megarawere principally
the e-qe-ta, in whom (complete with their patronymics) one can probably
see a residual hereditaryelement of the earlierwarriorband.8"
256). These vessels, ratherthan the
two-handled Anatolian "depas"with
which the name has long been fancifully associatedby archaeologists,arguably more closely resembleNestor's
double-stemmeda86oc;.The original
concept of a 8it`7c , which in the 13th
centurywas associatedwith the vessel
type(s) shown on the LinearB ideogram(s),and which eventuallyfed into
the Homeric epics in a vague and
shadowyform overlaid(particularly
in Nestor'scase) by elements of the
palatial"variable-eared"
di-pa, is

likely to extendbackas far as the third
millennium.
78. Wright, this volume.
79. Palaima1995, p. 628. The divinities (or their human representatives)
presumablywould not only appreciate
them for their bullion value,but also
use them for the kinds of feasting or
quasi-feastingpurposeswith which
they are associatedin some representations (see, e.g., Wright, this volume,
pp. 162, 165, figs. 12, 16).
80. One might speculatethat the
number22, highlightedby Stocker

and Davis (this volume) as possiblythe
numberof feasterswithin the megaron
(see, earlier,Palaima2000, p. 237),
bearssome relationshipto the number
of membersof the e-qe-taband at
Pylos, 15 of whose names have been
identified (Jasink1976). The same
number(22) seems to apply,for instance,to pairsof wheels assignedto
chariotson the Sa tablets (Chadwick
1976, p. 170), i.e., those assumedto be
readyfor regularuse, ratherthan those
kept for purelyceremonialoccasions.
Almost as intriguingarethe 10 sets of
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Traces of a similar symbolism of the circle can be glimpsed in epic
feasting contexts. It can be seen in the way in which animals for slaughter
may be placed in order around the altar (11.1.447-448),81 or, alternatively,
the prospective feasters may arrangethemselves arounda single animal (II.
2.410).82 It may also be seen in the arrangementof the feasting party,implied by the placing of Demodokos on a chair in the middle of the feasters
who are seated in order (ie&el;) in Alkinoos's palace (Od. 8.65-66 = 473;
cf. 9.8), by Antinoos's peremptory words to Odysseus and the manner in
which the latter goes round the feasters in order (Od. 17.447, 450), and by
the way the feasting suitors take turns stringing the bow, in order from left
to right in the same direction that the wine is circulated (Od. 21.141-142;
cf. 11. 1.597). This symbolism can also be seen in the epics in other
archetypicallyheroic contexts, as when the Achaean heroes stand in a circle
around "godlike"Menelaos in his hour of need (11.4.211-212), hunters
encircle a lion (Od. 4.792), or the elders on Achilles' shield sit in a sacred
circle on polished stones (11.18.504).

ASPECTS OF HOMERIC DRINKING
One or two aspects of, and attitudes toward,wine-drinking in the Homeric
epics are of special interest in relation to the history of drinking in the
Aegean. Here, the epics are particularlyvaluable in that contexts of use,
descriptions of wine, and social and ideological attitudes toward wine
emerge much more explicitlyfrom them than from the archaeologicalrecord
or even from the Linear B texts alone. As with other aspects of the Iliad
and Odyssey,the epics provide a freeze-frame of the accumulated strands
of attitudes and practices involving wine that had built up over a very long
period, forming part of a generalized Greek consciousness around 700 B.c.
In the first place, the epics have two words for "wine":the usual one,
(F)olvo;, and another one, [iEuo,which appears in only two places in the
Iliad (7.471, 9.469; cf. also p.E06ou0oov ["soused"]in II. 17.390) and in 15
instances in the Odyssey.Almost half of the referencesin the Odysseyoccur
in a single recurringline:
[LvoLXpCx-C'&otsx XciC) i0uoq,86
iljive0, &xtvo,
We sat, feasting on unlimited meat and sweet wine.
Od. 9.162, also 9.557, 10.184, 468, 477, 12.3083
This sounds very like a proverbialexpression of plenty, similar to the biblical expression "aland flowing with milk and honey."84From the contexts
in which Et 0u appears in the epics, it is clear that it is indistinguishable
bodyarmorlistedon the Sh seriesfrom
room7 as newlyrepaired(Palaima
1996; Dialismas2001, p. 132). If we

addto thesethe minimumof 11 e-qe-ta
(10 of them with preservednames) on
the o-ka tablets,whose armor(if any) is
presumablyin good condition,we
returnto nearlythe same number.To
speculatefurther,is there any connection between the pairingof sets of

armoron the Sh tablets and the pairing
of feastersat individualtables (Palaima
2000, p. 237; Stockerand Davis, this
volume)?Was the renovatedarmorto
be readyfor collection at the time of
the feast, the equipmentfor which
was recordedand debrisof which was
depositedin the same room?
81. Cf. Kirk1985, p. 101.
82. Cf. Kirk1985, p. 159.

83. The other instancesof [t•0o
occurin Od.4.746 (the same phrasein
7.265; cf. also 17.533), 7.179 = 13.50,
9.9, 45, 12.362, 14.194, with a single
in
instance of sEB06ovaL
("drunkard")
18.240.
84. Exod. 3.8, 13.5; Lev. 20.24;
Num. 13.27; Deut. 26.9; Jer.11.5;
Ezek. 20.6.
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85. Referredto as b6p6osXLa
by
Classicaland later authors.For the
precedenceof mead overwine in Greek
mythology,see Kerenyi1976, pp. 3538. Kerenyi(p. 37) points out that the
(used first in sequence
ItEX(XpV?ro? and
with
wine, water,
barleyto summon the dead in Od. 10.518-520, and
cf. 11.26-28), though usuallythought
of as honey mixed with milk, probably
denotes mead. See also Kerenyi1976,
pp. 37-38, for the particularsuitability
of leathervessels as containersfor
fermentingmead-perhaps indicative of the originalassociationsof the
Homeric iXetoov(see above,n. 66).
86. Palmer1963, p. 434; Palmer
1994, pp. 63-64.
87. Palmer1994, p. 63.
88. See below for more detailed
discussion.
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from olvog, but the word itself, cognate with English "mead,"almost certainly had a ratherdifferent meaning in an earlierform of Greek, probably
referringto a drink made from fermented honey.85In this connection, it is
particularlyinteresting that the word also appearsonce on the Pylos texts
in the phrase me-tu-wo ne-wo, apparentlyas the name of a festival ("ofthe
new wine [or mead]") (Fr 1202)86-precisely the sort of context in which
names may persist long after they have lost their original meaning and
specific significance (just as "Yuletide"is still used to refer to the Christmas festival).
While t0ieoin the epics is sweet (186 or yoxepo6v: Od. 14.194),
oLvogis most often gleaming or sparkling (axl0o(: 11. 1.146 and passim;
Od. 2.57 = 17.536 and passim), though it can also be red (upo0p6p: Od.
5.165, 9.163, 208, 12.19, 327, 13.69, 16.444) or black ([ticXa: Od. 5.265,
9.196, 346), like life-giving blood, in a few cases in what might be thought
of as symbolically suggestive contexts. Olvog is also described as sweeteither straightforwardly sweet (Od. 3.51, 10.519 = 11.27, 20.69; cf. also
11.2.340; Od. 3.391, 15.507), which could mean sweet in a metaphorical
sense, or literallysweet-or describedby compounds of the word for honey
(tJF?l)as "honey-sweet"(YihESriq, SX ppcov:I1.4.346, 6.258, 264, 8.506,
546, 10.579, 12.320, 18.545, 24.284; Od.3.46, 7.182 = 13.53, 9.208, 10.356,
14.78 = 16.52, 15.148, 18.151, 426, 21.293). Accompanying this is an implication that the sweeter the wine the higher the quality and-in notable
instances-the greaterthe strength, like the ultra-sweet, ultra-strongwine
given by Maron as a gift to Odysseus (Od. 9.196-215). Though these
compounds are also used in a metaphorical sense to describe such abstract
concepts as life, sleep, and homecoming, and are applied to other sweet
things such as grapes and the fruit of the lotus, their frequent use to qualify
wine suggests that honey may have been added to it to increase the sugar
content, either at the time of manufactureor later, a procedure that would
enhance both its strength and its keeping qualities. Though there is no
explicit indication of this in the epics, the appearance of the adjective
me-ri-ti-jo ("honeyed")on the back of a sealing nodule recording a wine
delivery at Pylos87suggests that, at least in the 13th century,certain wines
may have been treated in this way. Honey is explicitly mixed with wine
for drinking on one or two occasions in the epics, but in circumstances
that indicate that mixing of this sort is unusual-certainly not normal
practice for heroes who (it is implied) always drink their wine mixed with
water.88
It seems that almost anyone can drink wine in the epics, with the possible exception ofwomen (apart,that is, from goddesses or semi-goddesses).
The entire Achaean army is kept well supplied at Troy (II. 9.71-72); Eumaios has plenty of wine in his humble hut; and even plowmen drink wine
to refresh themselves in the course of their work (II. 18.545). At the same
time, there is a strong suggestion that the kind of formal drinking party
that takes place in the Homeric palace is, like the Classical symposium, for
men only. In these contexts wine is described as sE6ivwp("manly")(Od.
4.622); Odysseus, disguised as a beggar,is invited byTelemachos to sit and
drinkwine at a table and chair"with the men"(v-EZ'
Od.20.262);
&vip Lyv:
and we are told that, after his bath in Alkinoos's palace, Odysseus goes to
join the men in their wine-drinking (Od. 8.456). This sort of drinking is
often accompanied by the songs of the bard (Od. 1.340). The association
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of wine with "manliness"may be furtherreflected in the number of masculine proper names derived from the root oevo- in the epics. We have two
Oinomaoses in the Iliad, one Oineus, and one Oinops, all of them heroes
themselves or the fathers or grandfathersof heroes; and one Oinops, the
father of an excess-hating diviner,in the Odyssey.Possibly in a similar sort
of connection, wine may also be associated with freedom (II. 6.528).89
Finally, that there is a perceived parallelism-if not blurring-between
divine and kingly consumption of wine is suggested by the picture of
Alkinoos sitting on his throne drinking his wine "like an immortal"
(dO'xOvo-o6S: Od.6.309). One wonders whether, at this point, one should
think of the megaron at Pylos with the throne of the wanax flanked by
its libation channels.
Although wine is a normal component of hospitality and refreshment
from the palace to the humblest dwelling, along with the other staples of
bread and water (and, like them, part of the standardprovision when setting out on a journey), wine also figures quite largely in princely gift-giving. The Kikonian Maron gives Odysseus, along with seven talents of gold
and a silver krater,a gift of 12 jars of wine of exceptional sweetness and
strength; while Euneos king of Lemnos sends a gift of a thousand measures of wine to his compeers Agamemnon and Menelaos at Troy, along
with an unspecified number of shiploads of wine for sale to lesser members of the Achaean contingent (II. 7.467-475). What appear to be distinctions in qualities of wine implied by such gifts also occur elsewhere in
the epics, and may have applied in Bronze Age palatial times.90 The wine
stored in pithoi in Odysseus's palace storeroom is of more than one sort
(Od. 2.340-352): the best wine is stored for Odysseus's homecoming; the
second-best is that which Telemachos asks Eurykleia to draw off for him
for his journey to Pylos; one might presume the existence of a third quality
offered (at least initially) to the suitors whom Telemachos complains have
consumed all of Odysseus'swine along with his flocks of sheep and goats
(Od. 2.56-58). Elsewhere we hear of wine reserved for the elders (Od.
13.8), and the "choice"(k5ucrco;)wine enjoyed by Sarpedon and Glaukos
as leaders of the Lycians (II. 12.318-320). Vintage wine is also appreciated. The special wine stored in Odysseus's palace against his return is
described in approbatoryfashion as "aged"(Od. 2.340); and the wine that
Nestor brings out in honor ofTelemachos is, we are told, 11 years old (Od.
3.391-392). There is the same sense of enhancement through long keeping as there is with the unguent used to anoint Patroklos'sbody, which has
been kept for nine years (II. 18.351).
Wine is apparentlyproduced in many different places, at least in some
cases on a small scale. Laertes has his vineyard plot, no more than a small
holding (Od. 1.193, 11.193), and even the Cyclopes produce an admittedly strife-stirring kind of wine from wild vines (Od. 9.111, 358). At the
same time, there are suggestions, particularlyin the "Catalogue of Ships,"
that certain localities may be especially famed for wine production or the
quality of their wine. Epidauros,Arne, Histiaia, and Pedasos are all singled
out as famous for their vineyards. Apparently particularlyprominent in
this respect is the North Aegean region, the home of Maron and Euneos's
special gift-worthy wines and of the Thracian wine brought daily to Troy

89. On the other hand, the obscure
phrasexpl
E6EDOspovmay simply
o•pa
to one of the epithets of
be a reference
(cf., e.g., Puhvel
Dionysos ('EXAeo0lp)
1964, p. 164; but see also Palmer1963,
p. 419; Antonelli 1996, p. 172).
90. See Palmer 1994, pp. 62-63, 89.
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91. Catling 1996, p. 126.
92. Palmer1994, pp. 187-188.
Recently,Rutter (2000) has suggested
that a type of short-neckedamphora
of the LM IIIA-B period might be
regardedas an equivalentof the Canaanitejar.The jar is so far known
mainlyfrom Kommos,however,and
there is as yet no clearevidencethat it
traveledwidely (Rutter2000, pp. 182183). The absenceof clearevidencefor
the long-distancetransportof wine in
the Aegean Late Bronze Age contrasts
with the case of oil in LM/LH IIIB,
associatedwith the large transport
stirrupjars of mainly Cretanorigin.
93. A symptomof Polyphemos's
uncouthnessseems to be that he even
drankmilk unmixed (Od. 9.297).
94. Matthius 1980, pp. 150-157,
pls. 22, 23, 24:202-204.
95. Matthaus 1980, pp. 154-155.
96. Sakellariou1974; cf., e.g., Miller 1909, p. 316, fig. 16; and for smaller
versionsof the shape,Karo 1930-1933,
pl. CLXVII; Mountjoy 1986, p. 12,
fig. 3.
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on Achaean ships for the Achaean army (II. 9.71-72). The regional reputation for specialization in wine that this may imply may be a relatively
late feature,datable to no earlierthan the 10th century,when evidence for
long-distance transport of amphoras, possibly containing North Aegean
wine, begins to appear.91Although there may be some evidence for export
of wine from Crete in the Neopalatial period, there is little clear sign that
wine was transported in significant quantities by ship around the Aegean
in the Late Bronze Age. This is suggested by the failure of the Aegean
world generally to adopt their own version of the Canaanitejar (the forerunner of the Classical amphora).92
Wine for heroic drinking is usually explicitly "mixed"(the verb used
is xFpCdvvoyU
) and invariably served from mixing-bowls or kraters
(xpofrom the same verb), though-perhaps surprisingly--on only two
-ipesg,
occasions are we specifically told that it is mixed with water (Od. 1.110,
9.209). Nevertheless, the general epic ethos, in which drunkenness is seen
as not only a dangerousbut also a shameful condition (Od. 14.466, 18.240,
331, 19.122, 21.293-294), strongly suggests that dilution of wine with
water is what a Homeric audience would have understood, particularlyin
view of the Polyphemos episode in Odyssey9. Those who drink unmixed
wine (like the Cyclops) tend to come to grief;93 and in general any suggestion of not being able to take one's wine, along with its misuse in unmixed
form, is regardedas decidedly nonheroic.Charactersassociatedwith drunkenness include Polyphemos, Elpenor (who is otherwise portrayed as a
rather ineffective warrior and a bit simple-minded: Od. 11.61), and the
centaur Eurytion ("the first who found his own evil in heavy drinking":
Od. 21.304). There is also a strong implication that suitors in the Odyssey
might well be capable of committing such a solecism (Od. 16.292 = 19.11,
18.406-407), while one of the worst and foremost insults that Achilles in
his quarrel with Agamemnon can think to hurl at him is to call him a
drunkard(II. 1.225).
This raises the question of when the practice of mixing wine with
water, well attested in the Classical symposium, first made its appearance
in Greek lands. It is not a question readily susceptible to direct archaeological investigation. Moreover, some confusion results from conventional
archaeologicalterminology, in which the term "krater"is extended to prehistoric vessels of roughly the same size or shape as Classical kraters,with
an unspoken assumption that both were used in the same way. Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, it is possible to offer suggestions.
The shaft graves at Mycenae and other Early Mycenaean graves contain bronze vessels of a suitable size and shape to have fulfilled the functions of epic xpal-ps, and which are,indeed, often called "kraters."94
Not
only is their general function unclear,95however, but they occur only in
bronze-in contrast to the wealth of precious metal drinking cups from
the same and other contemporary graves.The only possible example of a
precious metal "krater"known from this early period is the unique silver
"battle krater"from shaft grave IV, which is sufficiently large and, in its
restoredshape, most closely resembles a relativelywide-mouthed, medium
to large, amphoroid (or "Palace Style") jar of the type known from the
contemporary ceramic repertoire.96Whatever the function of this vessel,
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however, it is significant that no general class of precious metal vessels can
be identified as "kraters,"
nor arethere anylarge,sufficientlywide-mouthed,
kraterlikevessels in the decorated ceramic repertoire of the Early Mycenaean period. Such vessels first appear in clay in the form of enlarged
goblets in LH IIIA1,97when, asJames Wright points out elsewhere in this
volume, a few precious metal vessels of comparablesize and identical shape
also occur in tombs.98The form these vessels take in both media strongly
suggests that a concept of "kraters"as a distinct functional class did not
exist before this period, but was "invented"by enlarging an existing form
of drinking vessel in the early 14th century.99
This is not to say that the function or functions served by the LH
IIIA1 and later vessels were necessarily also entirely inventions of these
periods, since any mixing of wine with other substances could easily have
taken place in individual drinking vessels, as in Nestor's famous 8ir7o? (II.
11.631-639). Nor can we assume that these vessels were called "kraters,"
which would at least confirm that they were used for mixing something.100
The appearanceof these enlarged drinking vessels does suggest, however,
the formal recognition of a new, or more regularlyoccurring, practice. If
what we call "kraters"can indeed be regardedas true xp-l•pEq, their scale
seems to indicate substantial mixing rather than merely the inclusion of
The timing
additives, and dilution with water is a reasonablepossibility.101
of the first appearanceof "kraters"in the ceramic repertoire strikes me as
potentially significant, since it coincides with the appearanceof the Mycenaean palaces on the Greek mainland, and thus raises the possibility that
the regularizedpractice of substantiallydiluting wine with water may have
been a direct result of the deliberate inclusion of wider elements of society
in official feasting in this crucial period.102 Moreover, the persistence of
ceramic "kraters"from this period into the eighth century suggests that
this practice thereafter continued without a break. 03
97. Orin LH IIB at theveryearliest
(seeMountjoy1999,p.214,no.89).Cf.,
French1964,pp.248-249,
however,
256;Mountjoy1986,p. 61,tableIV.
98. See,e.g.,Persson1942,pp.8788, fig.99:1.
99.The commonestformof the
LH IIIB-C "krater,"
at leastin some
regions,is the deepbowlkrater(Furumark[1941]shapes[FS]281-282),an
enlargedversionof the contemporary
alsoactedas
deepbowl,whichprobably
a drinkingvessel.Forkratersof pedestaltypefrompalatialpotteryassemblagesat Pylos-possiblya regional
feature-seeBendall,forthcoming.
The amphoroid
kraters(FS52-55)
thatformsucha prominentfeatureof
Argivepotteryexportsto the eastern
Mediterranean
appearto havebeen
ceramicversionsof a metalformalintoeasternMedreadywellintegrated
iterranean
LateBronzeceramicreper-

toires (Furumark1944, p. 238; Matthdius1985, pp. 228-232, pls. 66-68;
Kling 1989, p. 130; Morris 1989; Karageorghis 1990, pl. XXIV; Sherratt
1999, p. 188; cf. Steel, this volume).
100. The absenceof clearlyrecognizable kraterson the LinearB texts
(with the probableexceptionof one
ka-ra-te-raon MY Ue 611, listed,
without ideogram,alongsideequipment
plausiblyassociatedwith feasting:Palmer 1963, p. 364; Ventrisand Chadwick 1973, no. 234) is possiblynot as
significantas it seems.The failureof
the Pylos Ta series,for instance,to
mention kratersis comparableto the
omission of drinkingvessels, about
whose existencewe have no doubt. It
is possible that, as in the epics (cf., e.g.,
II. 23.741-748; Od.15.115-119), precious metal kraters,like drinkingcups,
were prized personalpossessions,often
perhapsheirloomsor the objectsof

guest-gifts, and would thereforenot
figurein lists of communalfeasting
equipmentheld in the palace.
101. One need not assumethat the
20 measuresof water to one
of
86r•xS
wine requiredby Maron'sexceptional
vintage was the normalratio.In Classical times, a ratio of 2:3 for wine and
water,respectively,seems to have been

typical.
102. Dabney,Halstead, andThomas, this volume.
103. Veryfew contexts in the epics
can be cited in which unmixedwine is
explicitlyused:libationsof unmixed
wine arepoured at the swearingof
solemn oaths in regardto the proposed
single-combatduel between Menelaos
and Paris(11.2.341 = 4.159) and in
connectionwith the final preparation
for burialof Achilles'crematedbones
(Od. 24.73). Both of these arevery
solemn, ritualoccasions,and in the first
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As alreadymentioned, wine can be mixed with substances other than
water in the epics, but only rarelyand in ratherinteresting contexts. Apart
from villains (who may think of it-or at least think others capable of it:
cf. Od. 2.329-330), only women do it, and, it seems, only certain sorts of
women. Though men can drink the results, mixing wine in this way is not
a normal part of male, let alone heroic male, culture in the epics, and one
detects an implication that it is not a regularpart of a Greek culturalethos
or even a particularlycommendable use of wine. Its effects can be either
good or bad. The most famous instance is provided by Circe, the enchantress and seductress,who mixes Pramneianwine not only with barley,cheese,
and honey, but also with certain malignant (perhaps hallucinogenic) substances that turn Odysseus'scompanions into pigs and destroytheir memories (Od. 10.234-240).104 The antidote for this is the mysterious herb moly
(Od. 10.305)-perhaps not wild rue (Ruta graveolens) or garlic (Allium
nigrum),with which it was variously identified by the ancients,105but the
maritime squill (Urgineamaritima),which also has a white flower and was
used medicinally in Classical times. The associations of this plant, as Peter
Warrenhas pointed out, arenot only apotropaic,but may have been linked,
from at least as early as the middle of the second millennium, with certain
manifestations of the Mistress of Animals.106
Another instance of wine mixed with a psychoactive substancethough this time to more benign effect-is found in the scene in the Odyssey in which Helen mixes a potion of wine with vrqevvOkg
?Xohov, a
sedative with a euphoriant effect, which, we are told, was given to her by
Polydamna of Egypt:
TYTCXSLGOC
PPSL
(X
oa q 6•&•(0oX
8C XyO
[LFt[LYVSvoC,
TCOkXX.

[lv So0Xx
OUooa(Pop[OLXxcX,
nToxxox

Where the grain-giving earth brings forth the greatest number
of drugs, many good in the mixing, and many malignant.
Od. 4.229-230107
The effects of this drug suggest a liquid preparationof opium, for which
there is evidence in the Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean from at
least as early as the middle of the second millennium, but whose use is
of these cases the "unmixedlibations"
are containedin a
to' 6txplc-rot)
(onov8(d
formulaicline that has the ring of a
very ancient,ritualizedsaying--as
ancient and ritualizedas the single
combatin the generalcontext of which
it arises(the referenceto "righthands"
in the same formulaicline recallsthe
kinds of ritualstypicallyassociatedwith
swearingblood brotherhood).See also
Kirk1985, pp. 302-303, on the problems causedto later commentatorsby
the use of a kraterduringthe oathsacrificein II. 3, to which 4.159 ostensibly refers;and pp. 347-348, on the
absenceof any mention of "righthands"

in the accountgiven of it. It is also
interestingthat in II. 9.202-204, when
the delegationincluding Odysseus
arrivesat Achilles' shelter,Achilles tells
Patroklosto mix a stronger(cop6-repov)
drink,since it is for the men who are
dearestto him.
104. It has been suggestedthat the
hallucinogenis Daturastramonium
(the thorn-apple),which contains the
alkaloidshyoscyamine,atropine,and
hyoscine,and whose propertieswere
known in antiquity:Philipp 1959,
p. 513; Hijmans 1992, p. 30; cf. Polunin 1969, pp. 372-373.
105. Theophr.Hist.pl. 9.15.7;

Gal., De temperamentis
12.82, 19.124;
Dioscorides, De materia medica 3.46.1.

Dioscorides tells us that the word was
still in use in Cappadociaand Galatia,
which suggeststhat it may originally
have been of Anatolian (and perhaps
non-Greek Aegean) origin.
106. Warren1984; cf. also Hijmans
1992, p. 30.
107. Another woman "whoknew of
all the drugsthat the broadearth nourishes"(though without any mention of
either "good"or "malignant"ones) is
Agamede, a figure of the long-gone
dayswhen Nestor was a young man
(II. 11.741).
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probablyconsiderablyolder.'10In a third instance, the ancient hero Nestor's
Trojan captive, Hekamede, again mixes Pramneian wine with cheese and
barley in Nestor's enormous aincg (I1.11.637-639). In this case, although
there is no mention of any other substance added, one might suspect that
the cheese is a Homeric substitute for something else.'09Nutritious though
cheese and wine may be for elderly kings and wounded warriors,it is hard
to believe that the bronze graters, of which ninth-century Euboian warriors appear to have been so proud,110were regularly used only for the
ceremonial grating of a mundane item such as cheese, which can just as
effectively be scrapedwith a knife.
The significance of the Pramneian wine offered by Circe and Hekamede is a bit of a mystery--and clearlywas also to the commentators and
lexicographers of later antiquity."' That it indicates a very special sort of
wine is suggested by the comparison of Hekamede to goddesses as she
stirs it in Nestor's 3~rcS (II. 11.638),112and by the fact that it was apparently not mixed with water. It is referredto only twice in the epics, both
times in association with mixtures (either with or without the explicit addition of mind-altering drugs), which suggests that it was a type of wine
that was regularly doctored,113 that it had special medicinal properties in
its own right, or possibly that it was made from an ingredient other than
the grape,ratherthan a simple toponymic description as suggested by some
later scholiasts.114The occasional presence of such wine-based mixtures
deep in the heart of the epics suggests that the spread of "civilized"wine
use in early Greek culture from the East in the third millennium may have
subsumedpreexistingcustoms of drinking other psychoactivesubstances.lls
At the same time, the exclusive association of these types of wine-based
mixtures with foreign, foreign-connected, or otherwise strange and exotic
womensuggests that, by the time of the Homeric epics, this use of wine for
other than purely medicinal purposes may have been actively excluded
from the normal Greek perception of wine use-and that wine had effectively supplanted the social and culturaluse of other substances, at least at
any level of society that counted.116
On what may be a related point, we can turn to a particularlyintriguing type of epic drinking vessel, not yet mentioned, which occurs only
108. Kerenyi1976, pp. 23-28; Sherratt 1995, p. 32; cf. alsoTzavella-Evjen
1983, p. 188.
109. Tzavella-Evjen(1983, p. 188)
suspectsthat the "somethingelse"is
ergot on the barley.
110. As were their seventh-century
Etruscansuccessors:Ridgway1997,
pp. 331-338. One wonderswhether
these graterscombinedwith some gratable narcoticsubstancemight have
been the equivalentsof the morphine
packs carriedby FirstWorld War
officers.
111. Chantraine1968-1980, vol. 3,
p. 933, s.v.np6qvetoo.

112. Circe, of course,is an actual
goddess-even if a somewhatsuspect
(and essentiallyforeign) one (Hes.
Cat. 46).
113. Cf. Hippoc. Mul. 1-2.
114. Ridgway1997, pp. 327-328.

115.Forvaryingviewsaboutthe
spreadof wine-drinkingin the Aegean
area,see, e.g., Renfrew1972, pp. 281285; Hamilakis 1996; Maran 1998,

thatan
pp.251-255.Forarguments
ideology of wine-drinkingas a symbol
of elite lifestyle"arrived"
from the East
no later than the mid-third millennium, see Sherratt2000b, pp. 51, 355.
See also Sherratt1995 for discussionof

the use of a wide varietyof psychoactive
substancesin additionto grape-based
wine in Old World prehistory,including that of the Aegean.
116. It is noticeablein the Homeric
epics that, with the exception of Circe's
and Helen'syp4utaxa, and the qpadppaxxathat the suitorsfearTelemachos
may add to their wine, virtuallyall
cp6pptaxa,such as the itLaqcxpipaxa
in the hands of a "blamelesshealer"
like Patroklosin
(6i6Eiov
ynri•)are
11.822-835,
appliedexternally
II.
(II. 4.218, 5.401 = 900, 11.514-515,
15.394, 16.28-29).
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twice in the Odyssey.This is the strange xLao6P3tov,
a word often translated-for want of a better term-as "ivybowl.""117
It is in a xLatc6Lovthat
Eumaios (in a recurrent line) mixes the honey-sweet wine when entertaining the disguised Odysseus and later Telemachos in his rustic hut
(Od. 14.78, 16.52). But even more strikingly, it is a xLtoo6ptov from which

the Cyclops Polyphemos drinks three bowls of the extra-strong unmixed
wine that makes him so drunk that Odysseus is able to outwit him (Od.
9.345-346). The association with ivy is, of course, familiar from the Dionysiac symbolism of the Archaic period onward; but, once we recall the
"sacralivy"patternspainted on potteryjugs and drinking vessels, and decorating embossed metal cups and other feasting equipment alreadyin the
centuries around the middle of the second millennium, it becomes apparent that an association of ivy with drinking may well go a very long way
back in the Aegean."•' It could perhaps be argued that the epic xYooa6Piov

simply preserves a dim recollection of ivy-decorated vessels of the Late
Bronze Age, themselves merely fashionable manifestations of a partly understood motif borrowed deferentiallyby Neopalatial Crete from Egypt;1"9
although this may be part of the story, the contexts in which it is used
suggest that there is more to it than this.
Dionysos himself, now clearly demonstratedas a deity of considerable
antiquity in the Aegean with deep roots in Crete,120 may well have been
associatedwith ivy long before his associationwith the vine.'21 In a Frazerian
view of earlyreligion,ivy makes perfect sense as an attributeof an epiphanic
vegetation god, since it is not only an evergreen that grows mysteriously
both upward and laterallywithout the apparentneed of soil, but also has a
curiousdual cycle of growth that allows it to flourishin shade and cold.122At
the same time, from a structuralistpoint of view, ivy in Dionysiac symbolism
117. The alternative-a bowl (or
cup) made of ivy wood (LSJ s.v.)makes no sense, since ivy does not produce wood suitablefor this purpose
(cf. RE V.2, 1905, cols. 2826-2847, s.v.
Epheu [F. Olck]).
118. For the "sacralivy"pattern
(Furumarkmotif 12) on ceramicjugs,
drinkingvessels, and other shapes
(includingPalatial-stylejars and rhyta),
particularlyof LH I-IIIA date, see
Furumark1941, pp. 268-274. For the
same motif on contemporaryCretan
clay vessels (includingcups, goblets,
jugs, a pedestaledcauldron,andjars),
see PM II, p. 476, fig. 284, p. 485,
fig. 291:e, p. 486, fig. 292; PM IV,
p. 361, fig. 301:c-e; Popham 1967,
p. 338, fig. 1:10-11, p. 346, fig. 5:11,
pls. 77:d, 83:b, 84:c;Betancourt
1985, p. 129, fig. 98:B, D, F, p. 137,
fig. 103:B, p. 141, fig. 105:H, p. 146,
fig. 109, pls. 17:G, 21:E, 24:B. Ivy

leaves are a relativelyfrequentmotif
on metal vesselswith probablefeasting
associations:cf., e.g., PM II, p. 481,
fig. 288:c (a bronze cup from Mochlos),
p. 642, fig. 408 (the handle of a bronze
basin from Knossos);Persson1942,
p. 75, fig. 88, p. 89, fig. 101, pl. IV
(a gold cup and silverspoon from Dendra chambertomb 10); Persson1931,
p. 95, fig. 67, pls. XXXI:3, 6, XXXIII:5
(a bronze spoutedbowl, a bronzejug,
and a silvercup from Dendra chamber
tomb 2); Astr6m 1977, p. 53, figs. 16,
18, 19, pls. XXV, XXVI:1,XXVII:1,2,
XXVIII (a bronzebasin and bronzejug
from Dendra chambertomb 12); Matthdius1980, pl. 55:466 (a bronzebrazier
from Kato Zakros).They are also found
decoratingstone pedestallamps from
Crete (PM II, pp. 480-481, figs. 287:g,
288:a;Buchholz and Karageorghis
1973, pp. 92, 355, nos. 1149-1150).
119. PM II, p. 480.

120. Kerenyi1976; Antonelli 1996.
121. It is not clear,for instance,that
Dionysos is linked with wine in the
LinearB texts;at Chania,perhaps
significantly,gifts to him take the form
of honey (Palmer1994, p. 62; OCD3,
p. 479, s.v.Dionysus [A. Henrichs];
Godart andTzedakis 1991; cf. Kerenyi
1976, pp. 29-37). He was certainly
stronglyassociatedwith wine by the
time of Hesiod, however,and almost
certainlyby the time of the Homeric
epics (cf. Hes. Op.614; 11.14.325,
where he is describedas "asource
of joy to mortals").For Kissos as one
of the names by which he was known
in the deme of Acharnaiin Attica,
see Paus. 1.31.6. For the antiquityof
his associationwith ivy,see also Kerenyi
1976, pp. 61-64.
122. Otto 1965, pp. 153-155,
quoted in Kerenyi1976, pp. 63-64.
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may be seen as a symbolic inversionof the cultivatedvine;123and in the Odyssey,too (especiallywhere the land of the Cyclopes is concerned),we might
be tempted to see it as representingthe antithesis of the vine and civilized
norms of wine use-an anti-vine, characteristic of the wild (or ypLto?)
domain beyond the bounds of the civilized world.124
But could such clever(and fleeting) symbolism have impressedHomeric audiences unless the ivy that gave its name to this vessel also formed an
intimate and pervasivepart of the Greek cultural experience of drinking?
Was ivy, in fact, part of the varied inheritance of drinking practices of an
earlier "untamed"world that wine, as a symbol above all of "civilization,"
first subsumed and ultimately displaced in Aegean culture over the course
of several millennia?125 If so, in this as in other respects,126 the Homeric
epics set the agenda for a new, ideal, "civilized"world, exclusively characterized by universal (and predominantly male) wine use with the closely
regulated social norms that we see in them, and in which the drinking of
other psychoactive substances, either on their own or mixed with wine, is
relegated to strictly medicinal use, or to the twilight realms of female
"witches"(or "witch"-goddesses)and foreigners.127
As with other components of the ideal new Greek world delineated by the epics, it was an ideal
that probably far outshadowed any actual practice. Inherited by the postRoman West and given new life at the Reformation, it is an ideal that
nevertheless still casts a long shadow.128
123. Otto 1965, pp. 153-155;
Kerenyi1976, p. 63; Ruck 1986a,
pp. 185-186.
124. Perhapsthe antithesis,too,
of the light-loving flowersthat adorn
purificationbasins and kraters(Od.
3.440,24.273).
125. Ivy'smedicinaluses were
widely acknowledgedin antiquity
(Polunin 1969, p. 848; RE V.2, 1905,
cols. 2826-2847, s.v. Epheu [F. Olck];
and see also Ruck 1986a, p. 183).
Among other things, it was regarded
as a useful analgesic,and as having
particularapplicationsfor a varietyof
gynecologicaland obstetricdisorders.
In addition,the sap or berriesdrunkin
small quantitiesin wine were thought
to promote conception,while the
umbels,ground and added to wine in
much largerquantities,were regarded
as a contraceptive.The leaf stalksmixed
with honey and appliedto the womb
externallywere believed to act as an
abortifacient.Whether or not they were
effective,these perceivedapplicationsin
the manipulationof female fertility
probablymarkedit as a sociallydangerous ("women's")
plant whose use
needed carefulsocial control.That it

was also regardedas havingpsychoactive propertiesis clearfrom the belief
that the sap and fruit, if drunk,caused
weaknessand befuddlingof the senses,
and that any partof the plant had the
abilityto attackthe nerves(no doubt in
large enough quantitiesit could also
induceblindness).
Ivy may well have many of the
propertiesattributedto it by the
ancients.It is still a component of
severalproprietarymedicines in continental Europe,and the toxicity of
the berrieswhen ingested in significant
quantitiesis well known. In general,
it is likely that it was used from a very
earlyperiod,along with other betterdocumentedplants such as cannabis,
henbane,and poppy,to spice up various
lightly fermentedfruit-basedbrews
that preceded,and probablycontinued
to form more readilyavailablesubstitutes for, the elite use of grape-based
wine (Sherratt1995; see also Ruck
1986a and 1986b for a much more
ambitiousattempt at trackingthe use
of a wide varietyof psychoactiveplants
in the hidden recessesof Greek cultural
history).
126. See Sherratt1996.

127. From this point of view, the
story of Lykourgosin II. 6.130-140,
with its portrayalof atavistic(and ultimately doomed) opposition to the
young, fragile,wine-associatedgod
and his "fosterers,"
has a certainlogical
Whether
or not the stories
consistency.
(Apollod. Bibl. 3.5.1; Plut. Quomodo
adul. 1) of Lykourgos'scrazedattacks
on vines themselves(in the belief that
their wine was pernicious)were already
currentby this earlydate, this kind of
rationalizationgives a vivid insight
into antiquity'sown perceptionsof
what his oppositionwas about.In
Greek myth, Lykourgosis merelyone
of a series of figurespunishedwith
madness (or,in his case, also with
blindness)for their opposition to
Dionysos, the most famous of whom is
Pentheus in Euripides'Bacchae,in
which the virtuesof wine aregiven a
glowing account(Ruck 1986a, p. 179).
Significantly,perhaps,others include
women, such as the daughtersof
Minyas (Ov. Met. 4.1-40) and the
daughtersof Proitos (Hes. Cat. 18).
128. See Goodman 1995, p. 143,
n. 66.
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REMARKS

There can be no doubt that feasting is an integral part of the Iliad and Odysseyand plays a very important role in them. It provides not only the most
likely setting for the creationand elaborationin performanceof the Homeric
epics themselves, but also the consistent setting in which their content was
perceived as having been rehearsedover many generations, thus providing
the notion of continuity with the past essential to bind the identity of the
present to its "history"(cf. I1. 10.217). That this was not just a perception
but a historical reality also seems beyond doubt. Feasting in the various
forms glimpsed in the epics (including religious, funerary,nuptial, aristocratic, warrior,community, and more general social feasting) did indeed,
over a very long period, provide the occasions for the creation, transmission, and re-creation of the kinds of heroic songs and cycles of songs that
constituted the prehistory of the epics and provided much of the material
for their specifically Homeric form. Feasting can be seen to be deeply
embedded in this prehistoryin a number of differentways, from the values
and practices glimpsed in the epics to their associated equipment and ter-

129.Cf. Sourvinou-Inwood
1981,
p. 18,on the similarlycomposite,cumulativenatureof Homericattitudesto
death.
130.As it mayhavedone,perhaps
underHomericinfluence,in the 5th
attachedto the
century"tholos"
in Athens(Miller1978).
Prytaneion

minology.
The most prominent values of Homeric feasting-the ideals of equal
sharing, mutual obligation, and individual esteem within the collective,
and the potential for universalinclusion, together with the drinking exclusively of wine according to well-defined social rules and the "taming"of
the Olympian gods by making them co-feasters at a relatively safe distance-may be seen as among the conscious props of a new sense of Greek
collective identity and ideology that was shaped in the later eighth century, and which the epics themselves were specifically designed to foster.
This is not to say, however, that these ideals were simply or entirely creations of this period. Rather, as seems likely from the contradictory or
anomalous elements we occasionallyglimpse behind their facade,they represent an accumulation of historical values, attitudes, and practices encapsulated in a wealth of story-patterns, formulaic genre scenes, motifs, and
vocabulary inherited from an extended past.129The various elements of
this blending of different relics of past and present are often not easy to
disentangle-a tribute in itself to the wholly organic processes of imaginative creation that produced the Homeric epics as we know them. When it
comes to the more nebulous sphere of values, these can often reinforce
each other relatively seamlessly. A Mycenaean palatial anxiety to ensure
that all those sectors of society on which it relies for its continuation should
believe that they have the opportunity to feast with the aid or blessing of
palatial munificence, for instance, can end up being harnessed to produce
a more generalized notion of universalinclusion. An original and obvious
duality in the meaning of the word for "feast,"preservedin certain formulaic phrases, can reinforce the notion of equal sharing at a time when the
word itself has lost this more general connotation; and the symbolism of
the elite circle of feasters, traceable in various forms throughout the Late
Bronze Age, can continue or reemerge in new forms.130Only occasionally
do we glimpse values that seem to jar with the predominant ones: Aithon's
compulsorysubscriptionfeast in Odyssey19.194-198 (which contrastswith
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the contributory
feastforallof Menelaos'sSpartantownsfolk),or the miserypredictedforthe orphanedAstyanaxin Iliad22.490-499 (whichcontrastswith the notionthateven shepherdsandreaperscanfeaston meat).
While these examplesmightreflecta mucholdervisionof feastingas the
privilegedpreserveof rulingelitesor close-knitwarriorbands,theymight
equallywell be telling us about contemporaryattitudesto Cretansand
non-Greeks.131

Similarobservationscan be made for the materialculturalfield of
feastingpracticesand equipment.We now know (if we did not guess it
before)thatfeastingwas an importantactivityforAegeansocietiesalmost
as farbackas we can tracethem.We knowmoreparticularly,
thanksto a
decadeof often inspiredtextualstudies,that feastingloomedlargein the
concernsof the Mycenaeanpalaces,andat 13th-centuryPylos,at least,we
can combinethe LinearB textswith the archaeological
recordto obtaina
remarkablyfull pictureof the natureof such feasting:the occasionson
whichit happened,who tookpart,wheretheydid so,whatwas consumed,
and what equipmentwas used.132Thanksto the preservationof frescoes
we can see these feasts in action
(and their imaginativereconstruction),
with theirbardicaccompaniments,
andperhapsevenglimpsesomething
of the songsthatweresungon suchoccasions.133We alsoknow,thanksto
sophisticatedfaunalanalyses,that at Pylos and elsewhereselectedbones
of animalsslaughteredfor feastingwereburnedin a mannerreminiscent
of ritualsdescribedin the epics.134Suggestivethoughallthis maybe, however,I am not surehow farit helpsilluminatethe prehistoryof epic feasting without runningthe risk of precipitatingus back into the kind of
Homericfundamentalism
that once sawthe epicsas a transmittedreflection of 13th-centuryhistoryretained(asfaras the vagariesof transmission
allowed)in a 13th-centurysetting.135What it does is to makeit increasingly likelythat the Homericepics preserveelementsthat originatedin
bardiccreationsmanycenturiesearlier;to go anyfurtherthan this, however,we need to seekcluesin the epicsthemselves.
It is aboveall the tantalizingglimpsesof anomaliesor contradictions
in the materialculturalfieldof practicesandequipmentthatmost suggestivelyhint at the thick past of aoidicinheritanceunderlyingthe epics.136
Thoughfeasting,becauseof its verynature,maynot be as revealingin this
respectas otheraspectsof epic materialculture,it is perhapsstill possible
on occasionto detectthe effectsof the minglingof differentchronological
Forinstance,the unmixedlibationsandrighthandsbywhich
contributions.
oathsareswornin the ancient-soundingformulaof Iliad4.159 (= 2.341)
seem to have no part in the ceremony to which they ostensibly refer, in
which a krater plays a prominent part (1. 3.269); one might, therefore,
suggest that the libating (and perhaps also drinking) of unmixed wine fossilized in this formula derives from a very early period, perhaps before the
regular appearanceof kraterlikevessels in LH III (see above). Similarly,
while the invariableHomeric practice of cooking on spits can probablybe
assigned a terminus post quem of around 1000 B.c., it is conceivable that
the curious csCeoo3[oXac,
which occur in a single repeated line and whose
function is unexplained, preserve traces of an older festal practice of boil-

131.Sherratt1996.
132.Palaima,thisvolume;Bendall,
StockerandDavis,this
forthcoming;
volume.
133.Shelmerdine
1996,p. 477;
DavisandBennet1999;Wright,this
volume.
134.Isaakidou
et al.2002;Stocker
andDavis,thisvolume;Dabney,
Halstead,andThomas,thisvolume.
135.Isaakidouet al.(2002,p. 90)
makea similarpoint.
136.Sherratt1990.
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ing or stewing meat in tripod cauldrons, which is otherwise conspicuous
by its absence. Again, it seems curious that the bronze grater that, like
spits, formed part of the equipment of ninth-century warriors,should be
reduced in Iliad 11.639-640 to grating nothing more exciting than goat's
cheese into the Pramneian wine that is elsewhere given more colorful additives; one might suspect that its original warrior associations and purpose had meanwhile changed. Wine is drunk and libated from a comand
pletely interchangeable trio of i6cca (often 6qatpLx6DteXXa),
x6rcEXXoc,
which must originally have had different forms and functions, and
iXiEtSG,
whose precise significance (in some cases) was almost certainly no longer
evident to Homeric bards and their audiences. Nestor's highly improbable
6•i7ca in Iliad 11.632-635, complete with its four "ears,"which must have
been as impossible to envisage in the eighth century as it is now, seems
more likely to preserve a confused (and confusing) memory of a much
earlierform (or forms) of itxr;g,which had passed in the course of its very
long aoidic history through the songs of a Mycenaean palatial bard, than
to have been specially invented for the occasion.137 Similarly,the strange
xaoo6ptov,though woven into a neat structuralcontrast that is particularly
well designed to fit an eighth-century context of Greek ethnogenesis, nevertheless itself recallsvessels (and also perhaps hints at drinking practices)
that have roots in a much deeper and probablyrather different past.
Over 120 years after Schliemann excavatedTiryns and Mycenae with
a copy of the Iliad in his hand, and over 60 years after Blegen first put
spade to earth at his Palace of Nestor at Pylos, the wheel has begun to turn
full circle. The idea of a long prehistory of aoidic inheritance that ultimately fed into the epics, once uncritically championed (not to say exaggerated) and subsequently dismissed as pure wishful thinking, is becoming respectable once more, as several of the articles in the present volume
attest. That it is so is in large part tribute to the sophisticated and painstaking work of archaeologistsat Pylos and elsewhere who, by studying the
evidence in a wholly contextual manner, can read between the lines of
Linear B texts, reconstructthe circumstancesin which animal bones were
deposited, and revealsomething of the complexity and ideology of Aegean
feasting practices at a very early period. Their results tell us nothing about
the historicity of Homeric epic, with which earlier scholars were often
concerned, but they are beginning to indicate with increasing persuasiveness that certain elements of the epics (including elements of epic feasting) themselves have a long history, which, moreover, extends back well
beyond any conventionally imagined setting for a "historical"TrojanWar.
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